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Former Memphian

Rev. Cobbs' Mother Dies At Mayo Clinic
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(Gilbert And Sullivan Plane Barely Misses
operetta Coming Here Ex-Memphian's Home

Local Banks Hit
On Hiring Bias

"An Evening with Gilbert songs, szenes and costumes A former Memphian now liv- employed at the Boeing Airand Sullivan" directed by Clyde from such Gilbert and Sullivan ing in Wichita, Kans., narrowly craft corporation in Wichita,
Turner will be presented in the favorites as "H. M. S. Pina- missed being killed last Satur- jold his brother and sister-inMusic Hall of Ellis auditorium fore," "Trial by Jury," "The day morning when an Air Force law, that he and the family had The Memphis branch of the
on Sunday night, Jan. 31, and Pirates of Penzance," and "The jet refueling tanker crashed in just gotten up and were walk- NAACP has set its sights on a
will feature a .cast which has Mikado" in modern style.
the next block from his home ing about the house in robes new target.
POPULAR SONGS TOO
and killed some 29 persons, in- and pajamas and getting ready Demonstrations to get banks
By Rev. Clarence Cobbs
and encountered him in Madi- been seen by thousands in a
The large company will not cluding the crew of the plane. for breakfast when the plane and savings and loans compason, Ark, where he lived with ten-year road tour.
as told to
THELMA HUNT SHIRLEY his wife until he died three The musical program is be- only present songs from the bet- James Brooks, a retired U. carrying 80 tons of fuel came nies to employ Negroes as tell"I'm tired and I want to go, years ago. His wife died two ing sponsored by the Building ter-known operettas, but will al- S. Air Force veteran, called his down in the next block and ex- ers, clerks and secretaries beImprovement Committee of St. so sing some of the popular brother, Samuel Brooks of 1354 ploded, and that they all rushed gan last Friday at all but one
but please take care of Preach- weeks later," he added.
songs from current Broadway Chadwick-Circle, last Saturday to the scene in what they were majbr downtown financial instier." These were the last words From one of the upstairs lei- Augustine Catholic Church.
musicals.
afternoon and told about the wearing.
tution.
of Mrs. Louella Williams, Rev. sure-study rooms in Rev. Cobbs' Mrs. Ann Benson is chairman
Clarence Cobbs' mother, before palatial home at 4801 S. Wood. of the Committee and Father A former soloist for Duke El- tragedy that had claimed the The family lived in the 1900 Dr. Vasco A. Smith Jr. chairblock of the street. The plane man of the NAACP's Bank
she died in Mo,o Brothers Hos- lawn Ave., the clergyman con- Theodore Wiser. ,he pastor, lington, Wilson Grayson, will lives of his neighbors.
sing with the company. Later "The plane crashed so close crashed in the 2000 block.
tinued with his mmories of his co-ordinating chairman.
Employment committee, said
pital, Monday, at 3:10 p.m.
of
songs
he
feator
,
he
will
play
tapes
The
concert
oIl
Mrs.
Samuel
home,"
to
his
Mr. Brooks, who was known demonstrations would be staged
411Preacher," as Rev. Cobbs beloved mother.
DR. VASCO SMITH
did
with
the
Ellington
group,
Tri-State
DEtold
the
Brooks
as "J. B." when he lived here, each week until the companies
IP affectionately caned by "Nana had a great seuse of
shut them off and continue the FENDER, "that we were a- was reared by his aunt, Mn. involved decide to do something
everyone, thought back over the protection toward me. One
the determination of the Negro
'songs in person.
ble to recognize it in a photo- Pauline Young, after the death about the matter.
events of the past year during thing she insisted on doing right
community to receive equal opAlso scheduled to appear with graph of the crash scene which of both parents, and was gradan exclusive interview with the up to her illness, and that was
"If they refuse to hire Ne- portunity and consideration for
the
cast
is
Benjamin
Gray.
inin
last
Sunday's
paappeared
uated
from
Booker
T.
WashingChicago DEFENDER, and said, wash and iron my handkergroes after a certain length their patronage. This will be a
ternationally famous pianist
ton high school in 1940.
"I think all those deaths corn- chiefs and make my bread for
of time, we may stage a march token effort, using whatever
and
accompanist.
BREAKFAST
INTERRUPTED
He
is
married
and
the
father
ing so close together affected me. Every cook we have ever
to
withdraw savings from means we have at our disposal
Mr. Turret, the director, is Mr. Brooks, who is presently of three children.
Nana. She changed after Mattielemployed was taught by Nana
until these barriers are down,"
them," Dr. Smith said.
.
widely
experienced
on
Broadhad the stroke in the bathtub." how I like my food cooked."
Only one of the banks is not he concluded.
Jesse Turner, executivti soce,way, having appeared in such
The deaths Rev. Cobbs re- "She use to inspect me every
being picketed at present,
president of the Tri-State Bank Ihits as "South Pacific," "Lost
ferred to, were two of his dear-Itime I left the house and laughsaid, and that is the First Naof Memphis and president Of in the Stars," "Carmen Jones,"
tional Bank of Memphis, which
the Memphis branch of the and "Show Boat," among othhas indicated some desire to
NAACP was elected a new
See GILBERT, Page 2
comply with the request during
vice chairman for the Board of
Directors of the National Asa conference with officials.
glaciation for the Advancement
Dr. Smith refused to say
of Colored People at a meeting
ha t employment changes,
held early this month hiTwo Memphis high school member of--the social science would be made. but added that
York.
, if they were not _made witit
turned to top posts were
.-41t7lihessrFlut
FtidN'
4t'easonabli' length oi
tar Spingarii, ore.t.farit;
„Raleigh, N. C.; Mimeses
hey were Mrs. DorothyD. State college, Pine Bluff, Ark.. First National wopld,410...be
Bishop Atphen J Spottswood,
`6WASIUNGTON, (UP1)--/irenchairman of the Board Roy
Campbell, an eighth grade Langston university in Okla- demonstrated against.
Wilkins, executive director: AlScience teacher at Carver High home; Dillard university in In a prepared statement re- cislieppel, US commissioner of
fred Baker Lewis, treasurer,
iichool who lived at DPI Hu- New Orleans, Southern univer- leased after the first demon- education, said that school disand Dr. Harry J. Greene, as- ,
bert St., and Mrs. Vivian sity at Baton Rouge, La., and stration, Dr. Smith said, "For tricts which practice racial dissistant treasurer.
s's
Knowles Cameron, a social a dean of women at Lincoln nearly five years the local crimination will not be able to
presidents
'Re-elected as vice
science teacher at Douglass university in Jefferson City, NAACP branch has worked to receive funds from a proposed
by the Board were Dr. AlEligh School, who died at her Mo. She was a member of Del- break down barriers in em- program to help needy younggernon D. Black, M. T. Blaninure at 268 W. Fay,
ta Sigma Theta Sorority., . ployment throughout the city. sters.
ton, Dr. Judah Cahn, Oetavia
The funeral for Mrs. Cameron Burial for Mrs. Campbell will While there have been token President Johnson has asked
Catlett, Norman Cousins, Roswas held Tuesday at Centenary be in New Park cemetery with gains in some areas, it is felt Congress for authority to spend
coe Dunjee, Memphis T. Garrithat the banks and savings and $1 billion to improve school faMethodist church. Burial was R. S. Lewis and Sons in charge
Prof.
S.
son, John Hammond,
loans associations have taken no cilities in districts serving puin Elmwood cemetery.
of
arrangements.
M.
Hinand
J.
Harlow
Ralph
initiative in working toward 'a pils whose parents make less
Final rites for Mrs. Campbell
ton.
TREATMENTS ENDED will
T. H. Hayes and Sons Funer- solution to this problem.
than $2,000 a year. The funds
be held on Thursday at
Also Dr. William Lloyd Imes,
spokesman for cancer-etrick. Greater Middle Baptist church, al home was in charge of servi- "The purpose of the token would he administered by state
- Z. Alexander Looby, Dr. 0.,A
demonstration is to dramatize officials.
said doctors with the pastor, Rev. B. L ces for Mrs. Cameron.
Clay Maxwell, Dr. Benjamin ,en Nat King Cole
Mays, Judge Loren Miller. L.'at Hollywood's St. John's flea. Hooks, delivering the eulogy.
REV. CLARENCE COBBS
Pearl Mitchell, Senator Wayneipital had completed treatments A native of Marks, Miss. Mrs.
Morse, Matthew . Perry, A. to reduce the singer's lung Campbell moved to Memphis
est friends, Rev. Hattie Thorn- ingly say "sharp kid."
ton, assistant pastor of The "I couldn't hire a laundress, Phillip Randolph, J oshu a !tumor. "Mr. Cole is resting In with her family at an early
First Church of Deliverance, my mother insisted on ironing Thompson, Bishop W. J. Walls the hospital," the spokesman age. Sh- was graduated from
I said, "and doctors are consult. Booker T. ,Washington High
43rd and Wabash Ave. where all my shirts," Preacher re and Judge A. T. Walden.
New vice presidents elected - lug about additional
School and Rust college at Holhe is pastor, and Harold E. fleeted.
e r e Dr. Eugene T. Reed,Ilhent." The singer was not ex. ly Springs, Miss.
Caldwell who was his secretary While Mrs. Williams' body were
from
the
ha
released
Ipected
to
Judge
TAUGHT 14 YEARS
for many years. Both died in lay in state in the beautifully Amityville+, 4. Y., and
Theodore Spaulding, Philadel-,bospital this week, the repre- A teacher for about 14 years,
1964.
living phil:,
first-floor
appointed
sanative said.
she was a member of the FloriRev. Cobbs said "Nana (a room of the Cobbs mansion, ada Street Elementary school
childhood • pet name for his midst large special floral piecfaculty until her transfer to Carmother) often said she couldn't es, a triple row of purple orver High school when it was
get the picture of Mattie in the chids across the gold and velopened in 1957.
I
ut of her mind."
yet casket, and under a large
Her survivors include her
.,t1hough Nana remained ac- painting of Mrs. Williams, her
husband,' Joseph Campbell, Jr.,
tive as a group leader hi son attempted to recall his
a postman: two sons, Joseph
church, she did appear differ- mother's happiest days.
Campbell III, a junior at Leent to me. Then three weeks "Mother didn't have any hobMoyne college, and Percy Alonago she was stricken with pleur- bies: other than checking on
zo Campbell, three: a daughesy which caused her left side my welfare, but she did like to
ter, Miss Marilyn Faye Campto fill with fluids that had to travel. She'd travel to places
bell, a student at Carver High
be constantly tapped," Rev. like Mexico, Hawaii, Bermuda
School: two sisters, Mrs. Eunice
Cobbs said.
or parts of the East. But she
Horton of 492 E. Olive, and
In quiet contemplation, the liked California best of all and
Mrs. Vera Boykin* of Belen,
tall, slim minister whose moth. came out every year when I
Miss.; and cousins, Rev. and
er could have easily passed as was there.
Mrs. A. L. Sadler of Marks,
his twin sister said, "One thing' "However, Nana liked to cook.
Miss., and pastor of Union
I won't have to say is that Many of my friends
would!
Grove Baptist church, Memwish I had bought this or done come to the house just to samphis.
that for my mother, for I gave ple her culinary arts and at
A graduate of Clark universiher everything she asked for the same time tease her about
ty in Atlanta, Mrs. Cameron reand that which I thought she
her pretty legs and feet," Mr.
ceived her master's degree from
might h.ve wanted. You see, Cobbs said.
Northwestern university and
she gave me so much. She gave
had done further studies in the
"Nana was 69 years old on
me love.
field of social science at RadDec. 19, but looking at her, one
He recalled his childhood!
cliffe college in Cambridg,
would never guess it. She loved
days in Memphis, Tenn. where
Mass.
pretty clothes and enjoyed at&boy his mother and grand.
TAUGHT AT COLLEGES
tending fashion shows and an
81 a ttie Drummond,
Mrs. Cameron had been
occasional concert too."
reared him. Preacher said his
"We would sit around and
ACCUSED IN ROBBERIES—These four young men are
father and mother separated
look at television or talk after
when I.e was only four years
being held without bond in the Shelby County Jail accused
dinner," Rev. Cobbs continued,
old, and "Nana and Grandma "BM not Nana, she'd look to- of having committed some six holdups during the latter
part of the year and early in January. At top, from left,
put me through school and took wards the steps and say to an
The Memphis branch of the
rare of me until I was called imaginary person — 'Alright
are Leorge White, of 3047 Horn Lake rd.; and Willie Lee NAACP will hold its regular
to the ministry and was able M'am, I'm coming right up.' " MOOTe of 1131 Patton St. Shown same order, at bottom, are monthly meeting at 4 p.m. on
APT PUPIL—Pretty Cornelia, seven, of
Incomplete left arm, she excels in penmanLeoatra Coleman of 1778 Keltner Cl., Apt. 11. and Edwin Sunday, January 24, at Mt. Olto stand on my own."
Washington, D. C., pays her regular checkship and is in top third of her class. ConThis was her way of easing
His father, Frank Cobbs came away early to bed. Nana
Carvin of 259 Ingle: Carvin and White were arrested first ive CME Cathedral at the cor- up visit to Dr. Gertrude Bramlev, chief
tributions to March of Dimes finance more
never
by Bets. George Whitney and Willie Hughes and reported- ner of Linden and Lauderdale. medical officer, Handicapped and Crippled
to his grade school graduation stayed up past 10 p.m. unless
than 50 treatment and research centers
ly implicated the other two men. The men are accused of
and gave him a gold watch. some civil rights program was
Officers for the new year will
Children's Service at District of Columbia
across the nation for infants and children
"That was the last time I saw
having used ski-t)'pe caps to conceal their identity during be Installed. All friends and
Hospital. Although Cornelia Mild wear metwith serious birth defects like Cornelia',.
my father until I was grown
See DEATH, Page 2
the holdups.
members are invited.
al prosthetic device on right arm and has

Jesse Turner Is
New Vice Chanzn
Of NAACP Board
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passing is part of the Lard's ss
Plan, but it will be hard for me
Continued Frou Page 1
Continued From Page
to look at her room now." Rev.
Cobbs
called
Mrs.
Gladys
Hol
era.
on TV
comb to come into the study,
TV APPEARANCES
'My mother was a very quiet, for she had spent the last hours
Television viewers will recall
gentle lady. The only time she'd of Mrs. Whams' life with hia
having seen him in "The Gerss.I
win Years," and on "The Ed
speak up was in defense of at Mayo Brothers Hospital.
1 Sullivan Show," 'The Steve Alsomeone she thought 1 was too Explaining what happened
len Show," "The Telephone
bard on. She always called me during this time, Mrs, Iloleomb
Hour," 'Halmark Hall of Fame'
said "Nana's first and only
"Preacher" unless she wanted
and "Camera Three."
concern was her son's welfare.
On the "Lunching With
me to do something. Then Na- She called him or he'd call her
Tickets for the performance
na would say, 'Clarence, my four or five times daily. On Boas- program at Count are box seats, $6.00; main floor
Friday,
while
and
library
over
and
hospital
the
son ..."
first balcony, $5.00; second
was
WMPS-FM on
"Then Nana took sick, and making tests, Mrs. Williams Thursday, Jan. 21, Walter M. balcony, $4.00; third balcony,
said,
$2.50,
"Tell
Clarence
to come— Simmons, executive director
end top balcony, $1.75.
during this three-week period,
of,
I had five specialists and six I want to see my boy."
the Memphis Housing Authority I
nurses attending her, but I guess,. Res. Cobbs said he jumped will
pinch-hit for Hunter Lane
it was Nana's time to go," re. Ant() his car and forgetting the
I speed laws, made the trip to Jr., City Commissioner of Pubfleeted Rev. Cqiihs.
lic Service.
Women with job-switching '
In almost inaudible tones, Rochester, Minn. in five hours.
,
"I returned Sunlav, called Mr. Lane, who will be out of husbands, take note: a leading :
eves glistening with tears half.!
employment agency
formed, Rev. Cobbs said, 'dur- back to Nana and told her to town, will review his book in ;exrcutive
, says that
executives - who
ing the 35 years of my minis- listen to our Sunday night February on
the date originally I change jobs in the high salary
try. Nana and I were never broadcast. I had the choir sing
brackets
earn
mere than those
scheduled
for
Mr. Simmons.
separated for long. She was my "We've Come This , Far By
who stay with one company. —
life. As is my custom, I spend Faith," one of her favorite Mr. Simmons will review the Whaley-Eaton
Features
book, "Working For the
two months each year in Cali- songs.
fornia, but we talked by phone "After the broadcast was o. People," by Herbert Moses,
every day until she'd come out ver, I called again, and Nana president
of the New York
the second month "to look af- said, 'Clarence I'm not going
World's Fair and former head
ter me."
to make it. Ask them to give
of the New York City Park
'Even when I toured Europe. me the oxygen.' "
I called Nana twice a week. If • Mrs. Macomb revealed that Commission. In the book he exever went away and more there were nine medical people amines public service in relitthan a day or two passed with- In Mrs. Williams' room at 4:31) lion to its performance as comout contact. Nana would call a. m, when she dropped off to pared
with its promises.
ore and say, "Think you're sleep. "It was just before this
The reviews start at 12:15 and
grand?"
final sleep that she asked that
last about 35 minutes. Coffee
As the house began to fill we take care. of Preacher."
with people, ani long distance "During the next few hours is available. The review is
calls began to call him away, we called Preacher every half broadcast or WMPS-FM the
Rev. Cobbs stood up, zipped his hour between five in the morn- same night about 8
P.M.
sweater and prepared to accept ing and two o'clock in the afThe World's Largest
the condolences of people who ternoon," Mrs. Holcomb conto his face and said, "My
will be a part of one of the tinued.
Cosmetic Company
Momma's Gone." ,
largest funerals to take place
"Someone said at 3 p.m.
in Chicago.
And it was In fact exactly
PHONE
Preacher was sitting in his livAs he took leave, he said, "I ing room with some of
215-4136 — 525-0200
his 5 p.m. when Mrs. Williams
know Nana was happy when church members when
sudden- died, having never regained
212-2042
she was alive, and I realize her ly he slapped both
his hands consciousness.

Death

Gilbert

immons To
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At library
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2450 SUMMER
THE MUSTANG
IS HERE
See The All New
1965 MUSTANG
Now On Display

so What's New?

AVON

Calling!

MUSTANG

New Fastback

2+2 (above) has joined the Mustang
Hardtop and Convertible.

•

WANTED NOW

An Avon Representative
in your Neighborhood.
Be a part of the Wonderful World of Cosmetics.

Lt. and Mrs. George Sasser

TSU Student Wed To
Li. George Sasser
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Starts SAT, JAN. 23

1397 SO. BELLEVUE

460 E. McLEMORE
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A COLLEGE • ' '

GIRL 1), 1 •J
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Starring DAVE CLARK FIVE, JIMMY SMITH TRIO,
THE ANIMALS and a great group of entertainers!
(PLUS)
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Smoked
6 to 8
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WITH
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I

25
9

'

VI

LB. 1

DAVIS
PURE
PORK

LB.

9'

TENDERIZED
HALF or WHOLE
LB.

Pork Beans
Spaghetti
3

Note $
o 15.
8hllie.lato.

'59 Ford
Station wagon
Notes $17.27 mo.

'63 Ford
8 cyl., 4-door, Loaded.
Vinyl trim, full power,
factory air.
Notes 864
.
09 Mo.

'63 Ford 4-Door
Fairlanes and Galaxies
As Low As $42.50 mo.
'57 Chevrolet
$29.86 m°.

SIZES
LB

GMC Pickup

of begin ,
the wo
Washing
used rec
actions
quietly
tions of
commun
The E
held fou,
the regu
der the
ler, pri

Bel Air. Red & White
Notes

ALL

Smokeu

'It's

I

PURE LARD CHITTERLINGS SAUSAGE
RLuoBsys $1
10311"
HAM HOCKS TURKEYS
1,
WITH
COUPON

'56 Ford
$15.47 mo.

Straight drive. Nice
Notes

955
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ONE BIG WEEK!
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DAYS
A
WEEK

OPEN

245 SO. PARKWAY W.
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'57 Ford

New AFL-CIO
Rights Unit Head

intSr SHOW

NO MONEY
DOWN*

B. T.
ment
to co
are s
E. LI
Stude.

Fairl.ine "500' 4-door
Notes $23.20 M°
'

major in
A
psychology,
NASHVILE — Lovely Minnie young Mrs. Sasser is a 1964
Aleyce Nelson, graduate assist- (December) graduate of A & I
ant in psychology at Tennessee where she will continue h e r
A & I university, and Lt. , studies toward a master's in
George Frederick Sasser, in. psychology while serving as
structor electronic warfare of- graduate assistant in the deficer on B-52 Aircraft at Castle partment. As an undergraduAir Force Base, Calif., &- ate, in addition to her departchanged vows in a double ring mental activities, she was a
ceremony here last week in member of the Urbanites Club
historic First, Baptist Chuich, and was elected to memberShip in the university CounEighth Avenue, North.
Miss Nelson is the daughter selors.
of Mr. and Mrs. Sam NelStationed at Castle Air Force
sons of Wartrace, Tenn., Lt. Base, Calif., Lt. Sasser—Capt.
Sasser is the son of Dr. and Sasser effective mid 1965 — is
Mrs. Earl L. Sasser of the instructor Electronic Warfare
English and mathematics facul- Officer on B-52 Aircraft, TDY
ties respectively at Tennessee Maxwell
Air Force Base,
A & I State university.
_ Montgomery. Ala., studying at
The marriage came as a sur- Squadron Officers School there
prise to the young couple's before he was assigned to
many friends throughout the
country. The double ring cere- California Ile e as an eneineer
mony was performed by the ing major at A & I before go.
Rev. Kelly Miller Smith. mini- ing into the Air Force.
ster of First Baptist, in the He was in training ats Keeslei
sanctuary before a small Air Force Base, Biloxi. Miss
group of close friends and
family members. Miss Brenda
L. Watson of Nashville w a
the bride's only attendant. In.
man Otey and John Gran!
both of Nashville, stood mil'
Lt. Sasser.
RECEPTION HELD
NEW YORK — (A N P
—
Dr. and Mrs Sasser enter- AFL-CIO President George
tained at a reception for the Meany has appointee E. T.
couple immediately following' Kehrer to t h e newly-created
the ceremony, following which post of Southern Director
of the
the couple went on a short AFL-C10
Civil Rights Departwekiding trip.
ment.
The bride, attired in French
lace was as delicate as a flow- Kehrer's function as spelled
er. The basque bodice featured out by Meany will be to "seek
a detachable bolero with tradi- effective voluntary compliance
tional pointed sleeves. The with the Civil Rights Act of
skirts, of a bell-shaped design, 1564 among AFL-CIO affiliates,'
to guide and advise Central;
fell into a Ballerina length.
She wore bridal satin shell Bodies and State Labor Council I
pumps. Her veil of shoulden-tip lix the implementation of the;
imported illusion was attached AFL-CIO Civil Rights program,;
to a crown of crystals and seed and to cevelop educational propearls, and carried a white or. grams and materials designed
child on a bridal satin covered for labor's participation in the
prayer book.
!civil rights struggle in t h e
1,964 GRADUATE
South."

A Sim Kgimui Pacoucao#

REDUCED
Trade-Ins Accepted

By MABE1, B. CROOKS

hau DAISY

PRICES
DRASTICALLY

'64 Ford
4-door 6 eyl. "500" power
steering, brakes & air
Notes

$74.03 mo.

'64 Tempest
radio, heater, auto trans.
Like new. Still in warranty
Notes

$67.39 mo.

'62 Comet S-22
Air Conditioned
Notes $43
.
68 Mo.

'60 Chev. Impala
Hardtop. Sharp.
Notes
MO.

$48-50
'60 Falcon
Real Economy
Notes $22.12 Mo.

'64 Mercury
Factory Air Conditioned
Notes

$68.76 m°.
'63 Ford H'top
Straight Drive
Notes $53
.96 mo.

SHOWBOAT

'63 Chevrolet

300 SIZE

Hardtop. (3 to choose
from)
As Low As

$57.33 mo.

Up to 36 Mos. on Above

RED CROSS
LB. PKG.

SLAB BACON
THICK SLICED
RIND ON

$

FORD Quietem, moo eleregf
,,cr hullt. New frame New body!'
pnteriorT America's biggest near/
6-c'I,ndco9101199t,:',
I 'I)

NECK BONES

BISCUITS
PUFFIN

LBS

HERFF FORD
OPEN KITES

1

2450 Suncmckr
Photo* 458-1151
you qualify
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world geography, economics,
government, Auto Mechanics,
brick-laying, home economics, Leon
and a forthcoming course in
shoe repair.
Already there is an extension
of the Wash
Evening
In"
School to other
communities,
such as the Business Education
course now being offered at Leon Bd.!), who
appears in he sang in the chorus and unDouglas High School on Tues- concert Feb.
22 at LeMoyne derstudied the leading role.
day and Thursday nights from College, • has
well earned the When a rival of that musical
six till ten at night. Mr. Miller
right to be considered among was presented at the New York
stated that there is a probabilthe
finest singers in America City Center a few years ago.
ity that such courses will be today.
As a singer and inter- the noted director Jose Quinoffered at high schools in other
sections of the city in the for- preter of songs, he makes his tero chose Bibb to recreate the
artistry encompass a broad major role he had understudseeable future.
Mr. Miller pointed out that spectrum, ranging from folk ied. He won the plaudits of
provisions for the expanding songs to ballads to Broadway
evening school attendance are show tunes, all of which have
already being made by the In. won him a wide following.
cal Board of Education. A mas- Whether it he a ,concert stage
sive new vocational building is or on television or before a
being constructed on the Wash. night club audience or on ree.ngton campus. It should be ords, the songs of Leon Bibb
have made him an outstanding
ready for use this (.11.
As in the regular day school music personality.
the Board of Education furnish- Born in Louisville, Ky., he
ei free textbooks for those who spent two years at Louisville
attend.
Municipal college during which
The school is organized on a time he was featured soloist
semester basis. A pupil can with the college glee club, Afearn two units per semester. ter two years in the army, he
There are two sco.esters per went to New York to study and
school year.
work towards a theatrical caThose completing the web reer.
school course enjoy the same SANG IN PLAYS
LEON 1111115
type of commencement cere- During this period in
New
mony as the regular day stu- York he was cast in
the Rod- New York critics for his
dents. Some prefer to take the gers and
Hammerstein produe- "striking and arresting" interGeneral Educational Develop- tion of Irving
Berlin's "Annie pretation of the part.
ment (GED) test to obtain a Get
Your Gun," starring Ethel He appeared in a straight
diploma. But the majority deMerman. After this show, he acting part in "Flight Into
liberately plan to enjoy all the
joined the touring company of Egypt," directed by Elia Kapleasures of school attendance „
zan, and then worked two sea. . including the processional Finian's Rainbow."
On returning to Gotham he sons at New York's Phoenix
on the night of graduataion.
Those desiring to attend the was cast in the Kurt Weill- Theatre. He played a feature
Evening School need only make Maxwell Anderson musical hit, role in their production of
"Lost in the Stars," In which "Sandhog," and had the role
a brief telephone call and l_
-- of Jim in "Livin' the Life," a
check on the requirements.
musical version of 'lluckleberRegistration for the second
ry Finn.'
semester will be Monday. JanThe concert is being presenttaught by Daniel W. Dun. A. I). Miller is principal of Washington E‘en- uary 25 for high school, with
B. T. WASHINGTON EVENING SCHOOL is experiencing its largest enrolled by the Cultural Activities
ing School. Classes are held four nights a week. Monday through Thursday, classes starting Tuesday, Janment ever, as students in a wide range of ages (average 22.2 years) return
Committee of LeMoyne.
6:00 10:00 p.m. Registration for the second semester will begin Monday, uary 26 Registration for eleto complete requirements for their high school diplomas. Typical classes
January 25 for the high sehool with classes to start Tues., January 26. Regis- mentary classes will be Thurs- GULFPORT, Miss — (UFO
are shown in the photo above. Top from left: Civics clas4, taught by Willie
day, January 28.
tration for Elementary classes will be held Thursday. January 28.
E. Lindsey; Chemistry class, taught by Ilarold Osborne. Bottom from left:
— Gov. Paul Johnson indicated
Students take a break in the school cafeteria; and ("lass in Shoe Repair.
the state would not retaliate
Lone Femme
der to get a better job. Others
1954 CHEVROLET
HOLLYWOOD — (UP I) — against a Michigan businesswant a diploma to strengthen
Martha flyer has lancied the man who announced plans to
Step-Van Truck.
their present positions on the
only feminine role in Hal boycott Mississippi products.
jobs they already hold. Some
Wallis' "The Sons of Katie Eh:- Johnson told the regula
Can
be used for hauling
express the desire to earn a
er" starring John Wayne.
monthly meeting df the state,
diploma primarily for the sake
furniture & etc.
of saying they have such a coyAgricultural and Industrial (AScreen Test
eted certificate.
Good buy.
board
he
felt
the
& II
boycott
THE COURSES
HOLLYWOOD — (U P I) —
Missirsippi
against
products
I Courses offered at the Wash- Tina Marquand, daughter of
Call
ingtou Evening School iuclude Maria Montez and Jeur. Pierre itiiii-"UnAmerican."
it's 'something like a place leaps and bounds in the past school academic courses; and is an enthusiastic determination
Jackson
6-8397
that
know
all
Amerischool
the
regular
for
subone
Aumont,
high
w a s screen-tested at "I
of beginning again". Those are two years, from the stand- I 340 enrolled in courses which to "begin again" and make up
for the basic academic and vo- ects. This includes book-keep- 20th Century-Fox for future can to boycott another Arnert• Whittier Sengstacke, Sr.
the words a student at the points of attendance a n d are primarily vocational.
eas is unAmerIcan," he said.
FOR ADULTS
cational training they missed ng, printing, shorthand, typing, movies.
Washington Evening School courses offered.
The school is primarily for in the past.
More than a thousand perused recently to indicate her reThe Washington
Evening
actions to a project which has sons are enrolled for the class- the convenience of adults. Regquietly assumed the propor- es which are held from 6 till ular day school students, or per- School is designed to help high
tions of a ground swell in the 10 P.M., Mondays, Tuesdays, sons under 17 years of age can- school drop-outs pick up the
Wednesdays, and Thursdays not attend. The average age of broken threads of their educacommunity.
The Evening School, which is nights. Divided on the basis of those now in attendance is 22.2 tion.
One of the most interesting
held four nights a week during grade levels, there are ap- years. Of . course, there are
the regular school session, un- proximately 120 elementary others in attendance who are asoects-of the Evening Sehoal's
have
one
MGthey
alder.
enrollees
But
Inch
*Chad
(grades 3
der the direction of A.'D.
high School department is the'
. and that number of men and
ler, principal, has grown by through 8); 584 enrolled in high, thing in ',Dimon,
women who
8 Cyl., P.C.. R.H.. One Owner
voice a determination not to
stop until they have earned a
high school diploma. Many say
Fairlane 4 Or., Autom • R.H
their goal is a diploma in or-

Bibb To Sing
At LeMoyne Feb. 22

Says Boycotts
UnAmerican

FOR SALE

Slundreds Returning To Evening
Classes To Earn Their Diplomas

O.K. USED CARS
OVER 200 IN STOCK

1964 CHEVELLE

A COMPLETE JANITORIAL
SERVICE-FOR EVERY NEED

CARPETING CLEANED IN THE HOME OR OFFICE

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems '
With a Small, Low Cost

Real Estate Loan,
60 Flat Monthly Payments

1962 FORD
1962 CHEV.
1962 CHEV.
1963 CHEV.
1953 FORD
1961 CHEV.

LeMOYNE
COLLEGE

s2295
s1295
1495
'1395
'1695
$395

Registration Schedule
for Second Semester

Monza, 2 Or., R.N., 16,000 Miles

SENIORS, Thursday.
Jan. 28...8:30 A.M.-12 Noon

Impala 4 Dr , 6 Cyl., R.N., R.G.

FRESHMEN, Thursday.
Jan. 28...1 P.M.-4 P.M.

Belau 4 Dr . 6 Cyl.. Stra. Drive, "Economy" Yes

Our way of House & Office Cleaning is different —

Cash `fog
Pay, nil
$ 12.90
11,000.00
$ 23.70
$1,500.00
$ 34.50
$2,000.00...... 5 45.50
$2,500.00
S 56.20
$5,000.00
$110.82
Get—

S

In cleaning ad handling of your bill also-Call Today
for complete information as to Contract Annually
or One Day Job.

500.00

4 Dr

s1095

JUNIORS, Friday,
Jan. 29-1 P.M.-4 P.M.

6 Pass. Wagon, 6 Cyl., R.H., P.G.

NO MONEY DOWN

Be Wise! Choose

IF YOU QUALIFY
EASY TERMS

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON

NCLASSIFIED, TRANSFER.
IN-SERVICE. PRORATION

HOEHN
CHEV.
323-6594

Dial JA 6-0637

WE DO REPAIRS PAINTING-TILE REPAIRSWALL WASHING & EVERY MINOR REPAIR
YOU CALL US AND NAME THE JOB
WE DO IT ALL
-..

SOPHMORES, Friday.
Jan. 29...8:30 A.M.-12 Noon

Good Second Car

ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
''It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

Saturday. Jan. 30...9 A.M.-12 Noon
1 P.M.-4 P.M.
Second Semester Classes Begin Feb. I, 8:30 A.M.

2989 SUMMER AVENUE

•
OFFICERS

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF CONDITION

JESSE H. TURNER.
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT • CASHIER

TrioState Bank of Memphis

•

INDUSTRIAL.
COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTIAL

588'BEALE STREET

. moo eine"
Ncw body'

FULLY INSURED

's blunt we

LIABILITY &, FIDELITY BOND

A. I. CARTER
DENTIST

At the Close of Business December 31, 1964

G. W. LEE
VICE PRESIDENT

LIABILITIES

Cash and due from banks ..........$ 517,575.95 Deposits
LT. S. Government Securities ....... 1,095,129.66
Other liabilities
Other securities
606,730.96
Capital
............Loans and discounts
2,767,901.82
Bank building and equipment
103.525.25 Surplos
Other assets
62,721.38 Undivided profits
*5,183,584.98

$1,490,176.16
105,605.99
250,000.00
250,000.00
89,802:55

. TOTAL

*5,183,584.96

quo!ofy

Certificate of Deposits

a. R. MARTIN
DENTIST
B. A. OWEN•
CLERGYMAN
JESSE H. TURNER
•
ExECUTIvr VICE PRESIDENT cAORTICR
',ENRON
DENTIST
A. M. WALKER
PRESIOENT
ROBERT WRIGHT
SONDING COMPANY EXECUTIVE
W. H. TOUNG•
DENTIST

HIGHEST INTEREST l'AID ON SAVINGS

272-2857

T. C. D. HAYES
FUNERAL DIRECTOR

A. CHARLES HUNTER
PHYSICIAN

TOTAL

885 RAYNER ST.

ROSERT DAVIDSON
.....UNATEUN

W
HILL
DENTIST

P.O.B. 4675

unins•r
18-11SI

G. W. LEE
VICE PRESIDENT
H. L. CHANDLER
ASSISTANT CASHIER

DIRECTORS

MEMPHIS.TENNESSEE

RESOURCES

LICENSED & BONDED

•

A. H. WALKER
PRESIDENT

Passbook Savings &emits $1%

•ADVISORT commeresc or
Of imRicirolis

1111114111111ER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

.

,
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King, Rights Leaders Hit
Seim Racial Barriers

Jr. and grandson of Indianap- (From The DEFENDER'S)
Washington Bureau)
ohs, Indiana spent the holidays
town.. Fairfield Transportation
(By United Press International)
here with parents and friends. WASHINGTON —• Marian
executive won city commisak
all-out
an
for
Martin Luther King, Jr. has called
The three Easley brothers wer,l Anderson and Ralph Bunche
approval for a bus franchiseW
assault on racial barriers in Selma, Ala., today.
dinner guest of their niece and
husband, Mr. and Mrs. P. A. will come as special guests to
King told a rally of 800 Negroes at Selma that limited service on a test basis.
Danner and Michael man;erre.lthe inaugural.
'every restaurant, every theater and every motel in WASHINGTON, N.C. — Seven
The three Easley brothers are Twenty-five recipients of the the central Alabama city would
Negroes will be admitied to
Presidential Medal of Freedom be tested to determine If thOy THE NATION
Ben, Jack and Robert Sr.
three previously all -white
, The Anon family held their have accepted among them the are complying with the new
schools here this week.
JACKSON, Miss. — State
i annual family dinner Jan. 3rd famous singer and Bunehe who civil rights law.
ry
Secreta
Field
NAACP
.
'in the home of Mr. Bessie
King said also that Negroes Cnarles Evers plans to lead a
Randle of Dyer, Tenn., Mrs
would begin drives all over delegation of state Negroes Prexy Arsonist?
dinner
Gecrgia Cooper was the
Alabama to. register to vote to President Johnson's inaugLONDON — (UPI) — Charles
guest of Mrs. Blondie Chapman
We will march by the hen- uration this week.
Alleorn, 22, was „lied after addreds," be said. -We will anFirst Baptist will hold Christaounce to the nation that we CHICAGO — Eighteen Negro miffing he tried to get even
i ian Fellowship Jan. 17th beginparents c:iarged in Federal
are determined to vote."
'fling at 5 p. m. and the church
Chicago school au- with an old 'lame by paying
Selma was the scene of racial Court That
is asking that everyone ha premaintain another man to set fire to her
intentionally
thonties
a
then,
turmoil last year. Since
sent. Mrs. Lovie M. Wade is
for apartment.
schools
inferior
segregated,
by
new administration headed
;able to be out again after be•
Allcorn told the court he paid
Negroes.
SmitherJoe
Mayor
youthful
,ing confined for several weeks
a friend $56 to throw a Molotov
the
with
ever
Supreme
State
taken
—
has
Mr
YORK
man
NEW
lin her home with an illness.
Cocktail into the girl's apartracial image.
Court Justice David Malkin or- ment. The fire was quickly exand h;rs. George Thompson
the
at
noted
Mrs.
One change was
were guest of Mr. and
dered a hearing into allegations tinguished.
church rally. Only a handful of
James Johnson. Jan. 3rd.
a
officers watched the meeting in that a jury which convicted
110
cororast to scores of deputies Negro had expressed prejudice
and vctunteer officers w h o toward Negroes and Puerto RicTurner drops in to see two of the members
guarded mass meetings last ans.
WORKING WITII CHILDREN — A weekly
at work with a group of girls. Seated from
summer.
class in arts and crafts is sponsored at
PEORIA, ill. — Barber Ed
Eva
RALPH BUNCHE
left are Mrs. Louella Boyd and Mrs.
ELSEWHERE IN
Juvenile Court by members of the InterdeAll Colors and Color
.
Rehm sued two civil rights orWalker, who have worked with the chilCombinations
nominational Ministers' Wives association,
is
the
for
Secretary
Under
Photo)
(MLR
early
1964.
for
since
persons
dren
13
ganizations and
.:. . lodges for Ushers and
and here Juvenile Court Judge Kenneth
;Special Political Affairs at the Other Freedom Medalists are
._._
0
'
rganisasions
Boyd, Mrs. Eva Walker and !
Dr. Lena r. Edwards, former- $3 million, charging they hurt
United Nations.
FURNITURE DEPT.
reputation
(NUREN
his
and
business
his
beenl
.
have
Beavers
Hospital;
Mrs. Ethel
Miss Leontyne Price, another ly with Freedmen's
Pulpits, Nos, Comm. Tables
alleged refusal
conducting the classes every
A. Philip Randolph, labor lead- by protesting his
will
singer
also
Accordcome.
Eddie
—
(NPI)
Lowest Prices Available
Thursday morning between 91:30 ST. LOUIS —
Edwin H. to cut the hair of two Negroes.
was killed ing to Richard Adler, who pro- er as well as Dr.
WRITE FOR FREE CATAI.OG
and 12. They teach the boys Smith of St. Louis
Land. Ralph McGill, photog TUSCALOOSA, Ala. — Buses
night
gala,
the
Monday
duced
Communist
one week and the girls the fol- in Viet Nam when
Miss nice was asked to ap- Edward Steichen, Dr. John W. are expected to roll here soon SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
guerrillas, armed with automat"
at the gala, but previous Gardner, Aaron Copeland, Karl following a successful Negro
pear
Delinquent boys and girls at these lessons in an arts and lowing week.
posl.
the
701 N SLAP. 65 Whitehall It., S.W.
ic weapons, overran
kept her from Holton, George Meany and sev- boycott that forced the city's Washington 2, D.C. Atlanta 3,6••rgia
committments
Juvenile Court ale learning crafts class sponsored by the "These women are certainly
adas
acting
he was
where
lion
leave
to
firm
in
transportation
stars
some
only
l
have
to
going
Ministers'
ional
I eral others.
accepting.
that they can do something Interdenominat
their crowns," Mrs Nancy Rat- visor to Vietnamese troops.
creative with their hands anci)Vives association.
army
the
in
enlisted
services
special
Smith
of
director
of
liff,
three
year,
For the past
stay out of trouble.
liked it
The youngsters are learning its members, Mrs. Louella at Juvenile Court, remarked when he was 17, and
last week, "for they certainly so well that he decided to make
are doing a lot to help these a career of it. At the time of
youngsters."
his enlistment, he was living
FAMIFUL VOLUNTEERS with his sister, Mrs. Berme
The association started work- Grant.
I.ast September, he wrote
ling with the children right after
'Judge Kennah Turner took that Viet Nam was a "beautiful place. Everything is so
lover early in 1964.
l Mrs. Ratliff said, "they are green "
most dependable women A few days later, he was out
I
-the
The meeting of the College of tor of Coleman Chapel and pub . that we have had to volunteer. with a Viet Nam patrol when
First
Bishops of the Christian Meth- lic relations assistant,
They never fail to show up." they were attacked by guerrid
District; N. Charles The children have been taught las. A fire fight ensued and
odist Episcopal church was held Episcopal
of Religious
in Columbia, S. C., iron Jan- Thomas, director
to finger paint ,to draw, and to Smith was fatally wounded,
Relations
uary 4-6 at the downtown Sid- Education and Field
create some things which they Another American advisor
and
District,
ney Park church, with Bev, First Episcopal
never thought of doing before, with the patrol escaped by play'
Julian
B.
Bishop
Both white and colored benefit tog dead.
John T. Kellam serving mi l secretary to
the
of
!Smith, presiding bishop
host.
from the classes,, as there is Smith's bcdy was returned to
district who led the delegation.
no color barrier at the Court St. Louis and buried in Jefferspeak-ia
Officers of the college are
was the
ny more.
son Baracks National Cemetery.
Rev. Bertram Doyle, senior' Rev. Lightfoot
service on the
All art material, including'
bishop; Bishop Waiter Amos,ler at a public
of the meeting and
chairman and Bishop Norris final day
paper, paint, and other art sup;spoke to a group of churchmen plies, and persons wishing to Pat Has A First
S. Curry, secretary.
frJM all sections of the United
donate supplies may do so by
The horn,on the agenda inHOLLYWOOD — (U P I) —
Tailing the Court.
eluded those of world-wide so-I state3'
allow
Nearly all of the decorations After a zillion years
cial, economic and religious
used at Christmas time at the biz, Pat O'Brien appears in his
•
significance. They included:
institution was made by mem- first western with a role in
C
1. Ecumenity: the merging'
"Town Tamer."
hers of the class.
of the Methodist bodies into a
Protestant whole on a theologi- I
cal basis,
ROCKINGHAM, N. C. —
2. Enlargement in scope of
the Retirement and Pension.(upn — Four young children1
plans of the clergy and salaried burned to death when fire de-'
employees;
their two-room frame
3. The President's Anti-Pover. stroyed
home.
specific!
its
and
ty program
the Richmond County Coroner
through
implementation
church.
Raymond 'Marks said the children ranged in ages from six
MEMPHIS GROUP
years old. They
The Memphis delegation in months to four
immediately identi-.
eluded Rev. D. T. Alcorn, pre- were not
siding elder of the Memphis find
district; 0. B. Booth, presiding The coroner said the parents,
and Mrs. Hatchet Franklin,
elder, Jackson-Oakland district;
T. C. Lightfoot, pastor of Mt.ill:id gone to a nearby coin-opOlive Cathedral; D. S. Cunning-rated laundry when the fire
ham, pastor of Mt. Pisgah CM. started, apparently from a
E church and William Smith, wood stove in the children's
; bedroom. All four yoengstees
pastor of Collins Chapel.
room. "
Also Revs. S. L. Higgins, pas-iwere found in the same

ru

A-...„, CHOIR &PULPIT

Negro G. I.
Killed In
Viet Nam

Ministers' Wives Teach
Crafts To Delinquents

•

GOWNS

CMEs Hold Meet
In South Carolina

hildren Die

n House Fire

Go By Bus

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

07E6'

'under re,lig
home delivered
milk

%.*

each

miu
ARNO

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
A
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE cr WIRE

time you buy 2 half-gallons el

MIDWEST MILK
STORE

CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS
INC.

AT YOUR FOOD

rl CART HOME SAVINGS!

248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tan,..,..
"YOUR

CHUCK HUTTON CO.
STATION WAGON SALE
$2695

Custom 880, 9 Pass., Dual Air Cond. &
Full Power, Still in Warranty

$2695

1963 PONTIAC

Safari Station Wagon 9 Pass., Air Cond.
Full Power, One Owner, low Mileage

$895

1961 CHEV.
6 Cyl. Std. Transm

R.N.

$495

1957 PLYMOUTH
Station Wagon, Std Transm. R.N.

1958 TRIUMPH

$495

Station Wagon, P.M.,Economy Plus

1110 Union Ave.

Treat your family to the quality flavor of Jack Sprat Foods
and treat your budget to the savings!
Make Jack Sprat Pickles and Olives a part of your "menu magic". .
and try Jack Sprat Cut Green Beans or Hominy for flavor goodness!
You'll find the "supreme blend" of Jack Sprat Coffee and the lively flavor
of Jack Sprat Tea truly delicious.
Treat your wash and your dishes to Jack Sprat Blue Detergent and Jack
Srat Pink Liquid Detergent!
There are many more members in the fine Jack
Sprat Family. . .introduce your family to the Fine
Family of Foods...Jack Sprat!

Thrc
out

1963 DODGE

Station Wagon

Company Makot What You Ark For And
Creates Whet You Thiok Of"

There are over 250 Varieties in
JACK SPRAT'S FAMOUS FAMILY
OF FINE FOODS!

276-4418

NEED
MONEY
SEE US
PLEASED TO SERVE LOCAL
PEOPLE
HOME OWNED
HOME OPERATED
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON
525 7611

161 SO MAIN
527 8581

Mr.

bert

1110Conc

Get your new

In at
cost

HI-D QUALITY STAMPS
And

SAYER BOOK
at
Big Star

rent

Today!

•

S.
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UNIFORMS
Mr. Clyde Turner brings to the American public

litithollSt., S.W.
ite 3, Comilla

a version of Gilbert and Sullivan which has won

VICTORIA HARRISON - Soprano

tremendous acclaim on the New York stage. A
wide awake, beautiful production given in the new

Miss Harrison comes from Cleveland, Ohio.
Has appeared on Broadway and with The New York City
Center Opera Co. Has toured Europe and Canada
and other concert halls throughout this country.

-w4 critics feel that all Gilbert and Sullivan should
be presented. Mr. Turner himself has appeared on
Broadway in these. very .roles.

CLYDE TURNER preaenh

Music by: Arthur Sullivan

Book by: W. S. Gilbert

FEATURING
Scenes and Costumes from:.

1. "H. M.S. Pinafore"
JANET MOODY - Soprano

2. "Trial by Jury"

Miss Moody has just returned from a tour with Buick
Industrial show. After opening the New York World's
Fair with the famous "To Broadway With Love"show
She too has been seen on many TV Shows Broadway
Shows, and New York Opera performances.

3. "The Pirates Of Penzance"
4. "The Mikado" — in Modern Tempo
Throughout the years there has been an increasing demand for Gilbert and Sullivan productions to be given thnbughout the nation in a Modern Tempo, featuring nationally known concert artists.
Mr. Clyde Turner, widely experienced on the Broadway stage as a participant in such modern presentations of Gilbert and Sullivan, has lent his talents to the production, staging, and prasentation of this internationally acclaimed
OConcert Company.
In addition to featuring the finest voices in the nation, great pains have been exercised in selection and use of brilliant
costuming and background
And as though this were not enough, Mr. Turner has also combined in this fine company selected material from current shows on Broadway, which will be sung in addition to the Gilbert and Sullivan presentations.

Only the finest in acting and singing is incorporated
in this most unusual and star studded Concert
Group. It is an evening to remember.

— Added Attraction —
Special Selections from
Current Broadway Shows
•• •

SUNDAY, JANUARY 31, 8 P.M.
ELLIS AUDITORIUM MUSIC HALL
2nd Balcony $4.00
Box Seats $6.00
11•11111111.11110.

Top Balcony $1.75

Main Floor and First balcony $5.00
3rd Balcony $2.50
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The Great Society
Gone is the New Frontier
with its combination of historical echo and intellectual challenge. Dead and gone with its
champion, the late President.
Such a phrase, it is true, is only
a label, the color that a contender pins to his coat.
Even before President Kennedy fell, the line of the New
Frontier had begun to be lost
in the mists and marshes of
the Old Congress.
President Johnson preferred
to pick a new label and pinned
it up on May 22nd at the University of Michigan when he
told the graduating class: In
your time we have the opportunity to move not only toward
the rich society, but upward
toward the Great Society."
With the eyes of Congress
and the nation firmly focused
on him, the President spelled
out in sweeping terms the dimensions of the Great Society
in his state-of-the-union message. This was not a mere philosophical explanation of his
concept of the Great Society,
but a specific program document which should dispel the
doubts and misunderstandings
about his aims and goals.
Mr. Johnson has already begun to implement his program.
He has sent to Congress a series of proposals including education, medicare and aid to
families with dependent children.
He proposes to begin a program in education to ensure
every American child the fullest development of his mind
and skills ... a massive attack
on crippling and killing disease
. . . a national effort to make
the American city a better and
more stimulating place to live
. . . Hospital care under social
security .. , Doubling the war
against poverty this year . ..
Enforcement of the civil rights
law and elimination of barriers
to the right to vote.
These are attainable ends
which are being pursued with
vigor and speed. Critics of the
Administration are busy characterizing the Johnson program
as an inflated prospectus. Some
are saying: "A new Age of
Pericles was to be plucked like
a rabbit from a hat. The secu-

lar savior is to take us over and
give us the bum's rush up the
road to his conception of the
Great Society."
An editorial in a Mid-western
Republican daily places the concept of the Great Society in the
light of a grandiose fantasy,'
saying:
". • . Mr. Johnson will personally filter the air y o u
breathe. He will landscape your
street and surround you with
beauty. He will give you culture, spoon-fed, thru a foundation for the arts and a White
House conference on scenic
beauty.
"He will minister to your
child in pre-kindergarten, and
will dose your grand-mother
thru medicare under social security. He will pour a billion
and a half, as a starter, into the
schools at all levels. He will decontaminate your streams and
see to the desalinization of the
oceans. Is your suburb dreary?
He will make less bleak.
"He will see to it that you
pay your dues to a union boss
by repealing the "right to
work" section of the TaftHartley act. He will rush you
by fast trains from Washington to Boston. Your cities need
federal department of housing and urban development.
"The cops will find Mr. Johnson running with them in pursuit of the robbers, and the social worker will find Mr. Johnson giving him a hand with the
juvenile delinquents.
"On the seventh day, Mr.
Johnson works; he does not
rest. If he is not being host to
some visiting Russians, or
traveling to Europe or Latin
America. he will be improving
the quality of your life in other
directions, or working up a few
dreams for you."
Th es e farcical descriptions
of the President's plan are
nothing more than the fulmination of distorted minds, warped by blind political partisanship. There is no reason for a
country as fabulously rich as
America to be burdened with
chronic poverty, disease and
wants. Any attempts at resolving these deficiencies should be
praised and not ridiculed.

Teacher Shortage
The Carnegie Foundation for
the advancement of teaching is
much exercised over the teacher
college shortage. The Foundation believes that the shortage
will never be solved without an
intensive a n d thorough going
effort to re-establish the status
of teaching.
In many s m a 11 liberal arts
colleges no such restoration is
necessary because the status- of
teaching has not deteriorated,
but in universities the problem
is acute, particularly at the undergraduate level.
As a rule the university administration is so busy struggling to maintain the strength
of its huge graduate and professional schools that it neglects
t h e undergraduate. A n d so
does the faculty.
Writing of Harvard's n e w
five-year Ph. D. program in

history, which includes two
years of teaching experience,
Franklin Ford, dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, says:
"We simply cannot do many
of the things we want to do for
the students in the College unless we find ways to make more
use of the best graduate degree
candidates.
"We (at Harvard) are saying
that, insofar as funds and classroom opportunities permi t,
teaching experience ought to be
a part of their own education."
In short, faculty and administration leaders, commented the
Carnegie Foundation, should behave as though undergraduate
training for the Ph. D., and that
it ought to be undertaken by
graduate students not as a chore
imposed by financial need b u t
as an invaluable part of their
own education."
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By HARRY GOLDBN

The Hotels
One by one the famous hotels are dropping behind the
New York horizon. They are
falling like lonely settlers one
by one ambushed by Indians.
The major city newspapers
have long been running commentaries upon the hotels'
demise. They are not a profitable investment since rehabilitation costs are so high. The
land they occupy can be far
better utilized by office space.
Little can be done to save these
places.
They do not fill a function
like Carnegie Hall which is a
great and beautiful concert
hall, or Penn Station which
was a magnificent railroad terminal. The great hotels are
simply a reminder of another
way of life.
The Hotel Association has
reminded. reporters that once
upon a time a businessman
spent three or four days in the
city settling his accounts. Now
he flies in and flies out the
same day. People do not use
railroads and check in at the
nearest hotel. They come by
plane and or car and use a
more convenient motel.
But I am an old hotel man
and I remember those days.
The Markwell Hotel was not
fancy. It was not well-appointed. But as I have mentioned
often before, some great actors lived there, and some
wonderful people occupied its
rooms.
In the depths of the depression, there were actors and actresses who found refuge in
the Markwell and bided their
time until things improved
(i.e. a job on Federal Theatre
Project, or a social worker's
position out in Akron — and
for a lucky few, a Hollywood
contract).
But that kind of acting life
has vanished, too. By the time
a young singer is 19, the theatrical agencies and the movie
operators and the television directors all know whether or
not she will be a star. One role
In an off-Broadway show is

enough to make an assessment
on actors these days.
And the actors themselves
tell me they were able to
gauge accurately very young
whether they would spend
their lives making comfortable
television commercials or
whether they would be dramatic performers.
No one waits around anymore. The nature of modern
society absolutely forbids indecision or vagueness about
careers.
The professional card sharks
used to frequent the Markwell.
They would make their killings
in bridge and poker games on
the big transatlantic steamers
and once back in New York,
they made straight for the
Markwell. There they used to
wire the American express. office with the information that
on such and such a night Mr.
So-and-So lost the follow:ng
checks in a bridge game. This
was to prevent the losers from
claiming their checks had been
stolen.
But their day is gone too.
On the f e w transatlantic
steamers, the companies hire
bridge experts to conduct classes and teach the passengers
the finer points and if a card
shark showed his face, they'd
put him in the ring.
When 1 was a night clerk at
the Markwell, around midnight
I always adjourned with the
policeman on the beat for a
session of double deck pinochle
in the room off the lounge.
Hotel workers today are college
graduates and every moment
behind the desk is filled with
some duty.
Every week, there are delegates from a convention
where in the early 1930's we
only saw Shriners and American Legionnaires and saw them
only every three or four years.
They were better days. You
didn't find two plastic glasses
wrapped in sanitizing paper in
your room; you rang room
service and got real glass and
ice.

To put it mildly, it appears
that this newly-organized session of Congress is going to be
an interesting one.
The Democratic Party Caucus
seemed to be off to a vigorous
and healthy beginning when it
punished House members John
Bell Williams and Albert Watson, who, during the campaign,
repudiated President Johnson
and came out in support of Senator Goldwater.
By taking away the committee seniority of these men, the
Democratic Party served notice
that we will no longer have to
stand for the heretofore sacred
tyranny of the committee seniority system. It is this tyranny
which has made it possible for
most of the important committees of the Congress to be dominated by Southern segregationists.
On the other hand, it was terribly disappointing to note that.
the Democrats chose for the
Majority Leadership an awoved
and lifelong segregationist, Sen.
Russell Long of Louisiana. It
is incredible to contemplate the
notion of Long stepping into the
shoes of a man of the liberal
stature of Hubert Humphrey.
The Louisianan comes from a
line of Southern leaderi who
have covered up their disrespect
for human dignity with that
thin coating of paternalistic
treatment of Negroes which
characterized the reign of the
late Huey Long. Senator Russell Long voted against the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, an action
which w a s in character when
one regards his record over the
years.
Now he says, however, that
he can find it within his conscience to uphold the Democratic l'arty Platform. Nevertheless, within hours after he had
taken over the reigns, Senator
Long was being quoted as going
on record against measures to
curb the filibuster. reassuring

the South that he was still their
man and indicating that his
sentiments about civil rights
were unchanged.
How can we believe that Sen.
Long will honestly a n d forthrightly move forward or seek.
move his colleagues forward
the area of civil rights? It is as
hard to believe this as it was
for us to believe Goldwater when
he insisted that he could sincerely work to u ph old a law
against which he h a d demonstrated absolute opposition.
We must watch this Congress
very closely. As the NEW YORK'
WORLD TELEGRAM has expressed it, in commenting on
Long's election; "he is an able
man who worked hard for the
job and had powerful backing
from business interests. But he
wouldn't have had a chance if
President Johnson had let itiv
known he favored someone el.fr
We don't want to be prejudiced against Sontherners simply
because they are Southerners.
Nor do we want to keep our
eyes closed for ,if we do, we may
find that instead of the Negro
gaining consideration because of
his overwhelming support of the
Democrats, he is being taken
for granted by them.
Which brings us to the other
side of the aisles of the Congress. Michigan's Rep. Gerald
Ford's ascendancy to the House
Minority Leadership is nothing
to cause great joy among those
who would see the Republican
Party acting as if it had learned its lesson. Ford is not much
more liberal than his prede.
sor, Charles Halleck.
If the Republican Party has
not entirely given up the idea
of courting the vital Negro vote,
it now has its opportunity
to
prove that it wants to regain its
strength an d vitality and to
move from the immoral companionship with the right and lunatic fringes to The healthy heritage which it was bequeathed
by Abe Lincoln.
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Central Press Washington Writer
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LBJ In JFK's Shadow
WASHINGTON — To most
politicians, President Johnson is
the "man who has everything."
But there are ample signs that
Johnson has a much different
assessment of himself. It stems
from his extreme awareness of
the popularity and dash of his
predecessor.
This self comparison appears
to be inhibitipg Johnson is he
prepares to launch his first
full-term administration of the
government. Johnson is supremely confident of his abilities in the fields of politics and
legislation, but is less so in his
ability to capture and hold the
irnagination of the electorate
qnd of their chosen representatives in the Congress.
tie is aware that his first
few steps in Congress this ensuing year could well establish
the pattern for the next two,
and perhaps, four years. He

:ioesn't want to gei off on the
r,rong foot—that is, make proposals that can't readily be
fulfilled.
In a sense, this is the real
reason behind his resort to the
seldom-employed device of setting his State of the Una
message to Congress for IN
evening hour when it can be
televised nationwide to a maximum audience.
He'll really be reporting to
the people a n d seeking their
iupport and understanding, rather than to the Congressional
membership.
Johnson knows that his record popular vo te majority is
discounted in many quarters
both Republican and Democratic as a reflection of Barry Goldwater's unpopularity. He wants
to make as sure as he can that
t h e "mandate" he received in
November is enhanced, not
ated
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Hostesses For Inaugural Ball
WASHINGTON—Mrs. Hale Boggs, co-chairman
of the Inaugural Ball Committee, has announced the
list of women who will serve as hostesses for the ball
which will be held the evening of Jan. 20 in four locations, the National Guard Armory, the Sheraton-Park,
the Shoreham and the Mayflower hotels.
The women selected for this high honor represent
a broad cross section of the country. Besides those
pictured, others included in the group are Mrs. Earl
Barnes, Philadelphia; Mrs. John Cashin, Huntsville,
Ala.; Mrs. Joseph Sansom, Raleigh, N. C. and Mrs.
Parnell Woods, Fort Wayne, Ind.
"Our committee is honored to have these gracious
Democratic leaders from all sections of the country
give their time and effort to the success of the Inaugural Ball," said Mrs. Boggs.
They will be divided between the four ball sites.
Chairing the Ball Committee for the National Guard
Armory will be Hobart Taylor, Jr., Associate Counsel
to the President of the United States. The Inaugural
Ball will climax the three days of festivities centering
around the swearing-in of Lyndon B. Johnson as the
36th President of the United States and Hubert
H.
Humphrey as Vice President.
The 20 women have a wide variety of interests.
Demure Victorine Adams was the founder of the bipartisan Woman Power Inc., a political action group.
Slender, quiet Joyce Austin, a lawyer, is assistant to
Mayor Robert F. Wagner of New York. "Trudi
e"
Barnes is active in many civic projects in Philadelphia.
Youthful Joan Cashin is Married to a successful

doctor in Huntsville who candidly admits that politics
is their second love. Tall, willowy Sarah Collier and
her husband just moved into their newly-built dream
home in Los Angeles.
Vivacious Christine Davis is one of Washington's
most famed hostesses. Scholarly Anna Diggs, wife of
the Congressman from Michigan, is a lawyer.
The third lawyer in the group is pretty Willie
Stevenson Glanton who made history by becoming the
first Negro woman elected to the Iowa State Legislature.
,
Svelte, husky-throated Margaret Holmes of Trenton, New Jersey, divides her time between real estate
and politics. Petite, shapely Marnette Jackson
is copartner with her husband in a Maryland
Savings and
Loan Company.
Erma Leroy, of Houston, statuesque and strikin
g
with white-streaked hair crowning a beautif
ul face,
is a veteran political campaigner. The fourth lawyer
in the group is former Washingtonian Charlot Lewis,
te
who now makes her home with her
career Army husband in Albany, Calif.
Sparkling, freckle-faced Peggy Linton of Youngstown, Ohio, is the city's most prodigious civic worker.
Tall, graceful Jacqueline Price is a
career government mathematician w h o makes her o w n clothes.
Vivian Santiom is the wife of a North Carolin insura
ance executive and teaches at Shaw University
in
Raleigh. Witty, hazel-eyed Myrtle Sengstacke Is the
wife of the publisher of the Chicago Daily Defende
r.
Shirley Stokes is the demure wife of the most
dazzling young man in Ohio politics, a lawyer

MRS. AMOS LINTON
Youngstown, Ohio

MRS. JOHN H. SENGSTACKE
Chicago

MRS. PRO.:NTIsS Q. YANCEY
Atlanta
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Baptist church Henry C: Crossley Jr. was best
Macedonia
was the setting for the Christ- man. Ushers were Steve BalCrossley.
Lawrence
mas Day ceremony uniting in la r d
marriage Miss Kathryn Smith James Pryor, David Echols
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- and William Fleming III. Jolie B. Smith; and Nathaniel seph and Josephine Crossley,
Crossley, son of Mr. and Mrs. brother and sister of the
.
Henry C. Crossley. The Rev. groom, were the flower-girl
.
•••INIS
L. M. Morganfield, pastor, of- and ring-bearer, respectively.
ii•N I 2 s I Elm ••••
A wedding reception was held
ficiated.
is truly an ,
THE INAUGURATION OF A PRESIDENT
Music was by Mrs. Gloria at Oates Manor Y.MC.A. The
States of Amer- i
United
the
of
historic
the
in
event
auspicious
Tuggle, organist, and Miss Lin- bridegroom is in the United
festivities surrounding l't
ica . . . and the ceremony, pomp and
da Leigh, pianist. Soloist was States Army. The bride is enand!
Europe
the
in
Royalty
rolled in a Computer Programit is not unlike' the Coronation of
Miss Gloria Evans.
however, is that this Inming course at the Memphis
other like foreign places. Significant
by her
marriage
in
Given
Data Processing Institute. She
involve the Negroes
auguration will usher in many firsts that
brother, William Smith, the plans to join her husband at his
bride, wore an original gown base after her graduation in
of our nation.
was attended by
designed by Milady, of silk May.
The' inauguration of President Kennedy
before have so
never
but
participation
bold
in
many firsts
Peau de' sole and alencon lace.
prominence such as
many Negroes been delegtaed roles of
The bodice featured a scopped
largest of the six
44ty. Robert Taylor who is in charge of the
neckline edged in lace scallops
Armory in Washing.
Mbiugural Balls which to be held at The
liadaely
and brief sleeves. The skirt
governors
Claybrook,
It happens to be the Ball to which the southern Whether
Obadiah
Mrs.
SO.
and
Mr.
honor;
of
maid
Woods,
was very full and enhanced
••••
LEWIS-CLAYBROOK NUPTIALS — Members of the
assigned along with thousands of other guests.
Charles
man;
best
Carr,
Lenford
groom:
and
bride
the
with lace panels down the
seen . . . NeedLewis-Claybrook wedding party are seen in the sanctuary
tory books will reflect this remains to be
Claybrook, Bobby Barnett and J. P. I.ewis, Jr. Flower girls front.
cannot be ignorof Campbell Chapel AME church following their
s to say, our political stature has grown and
Williams and Bever.
Stephanie
Misses
are
front
in
standing
Hogg,
'
N.
Rose
g
i
d
w
t
n
c
e
r
Mrs.
At the back of the waist a
in Pulaski. From left are
ly Lewis.
witnessed my
lovely bow topped a semi-busMiss Bernita Farmer, Miss Helen Cluster, Mrs. Rose
As a college student in Washington, D.C. I
then,
Even
Truman.
'Charles Claybrook, cousin of tle. The full train was fan shapElementary
t Inaugural Parade, that of President
Ilanley
The
first float ever
•
the groom, Humboldt; Bobby ed and chapel length. Her veil School Parent-Teacher Associare were firsts recorded, 4n the fact that the
was
It
entered.
was
them
featuring
nsored by Negroes and
1Barnett, Humboldt, and J. P. of misty English illusion was tion will present its fifth annucars with Lewis—Claybrook
nsored by the NAACP. There have always been
!Lewis, Jr., brother of the held in place by a small lace al Hat show, Friday, February
members of the Congress in them however. Next week
French hat . . . it was triple 5, 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Theme
'bride, Pulaski
who attend-I
kithall attempt to give a survey of all Memphians
The reception was held in the tiered and fingertip length.
"My Fair Lady."
I shall'
zd the Inauguration events or received an invitation.
cafeteria of Bridgeport High Miss Modena Smith, the
who
Proceeds from the "Hat
+welcome calls from all persons whom I have not contacted
and school. Mrs. Lewis received in bride's sister was the maid of Show" will be used for HanSkold be included in this coverage.
Texas;
Houston
bride,
broJr.,
a dress of pink chiffon over honor. Bridesmaids were Mrs. ley's Summer Readiness Pro* • •
The Campbell Chapel African Jr. Jones Pleasant,
416,
Wash- Methodist Episcopal church in ther of the bride, was vocalist. Miss Bernita Y. Farmer, niece satin. The bridegroom's moth- Mona Ballard, Miss Dorothy gram and also to purchase an
t, MR. AND MRS. WHITTIER SENGSTACKE are in
Humboldt.
groom,
the
of
her
by
marriage
festivi- Pulaski, Tenn., was the recent Given in
brocadeder chose a blue dress of bro- White, Miss Greceda Mitchell, opaque projector for the school.
=ton, D.C., this week taking part in the Inaugural
gown They wore teal-blue
their setting for the marriage ('f father, the bride wore
silk and wore white or- Miss Paulette Lampkins, Miss General chairman for the ofle
belladed
*o. They promise to bring back interesting highlights of
with
designed
dresses
designed
State
Tri
silk,
Shirley Gollady and Miss Gra- fair is Mrs. Arlette Wright. UnIchids.
Miss Katherine Frances Ann of delustered
- p. Mr. Sengstacke is the general manager of the
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Mrs. Claybrook is a gradu- cle Hardy.
Lewis to Obadiah Claybrook. with long sleeves,
'Wender.
Chairmen are Mrs. Louise
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headpieces
Their
has.
train.
ate of Fisk university, and her They wore light pink peau de Johnson and Mrs. Rosa Thomas,
The bride is the daughter of forming a chapel
with
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accented
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satin
FLORIDA
blue
MIAMI,
PARTY
IN
THE ORANGE BOWL
husband an alumnus of Ten- soie dresses with bell-shaped Mrs. Selena
McCargo is
Mr. and Mrs. Jones Pleasant BRIDE'S
many throughout the nation on New Year's Day. Among them
Mr. Her illusion veil was held by blue veils.
nessee A St 1 State university. skirts. Their headpieces were president of the Hanley PTA.
Lewis, Sr., of Pulaski.
glorious
a
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Misslittle
girls
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Ridgeway.
Flower
a
1328
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DRAPPER,
She
S.
with
hat.
M.
Mrs.
of Mrs. a pillbox
They will make their home in flate peau de soie bows
Mrs. Beulah Williams is prinin Claybrook is the son
es Steplemie Williams and Bev- Ch ic a go, l1I.
visit with her sister, Mrs. LOUISE YOUNG and family
matching vt ils.
Char. Maud Ferrel of Humboldt, bouquet of white rosebuds and
cipal.
thej
of
nieces
w
pe's,
erly
Miami. She was accompanied by her teen-age daughter,
Bible,
white
brother,
a
G u ests ca me from a number The bridegroom's
daught- Tenn.. and the late Mr. J. W. an orchid on
wore
baby
blue
who
lotte, and her eight year old grand -daughter, Sharilyn,
groom,
of
Pulaski
Woods
Rose
Mrs.
of cities in Tennessee to wit.
Lane. Claybrook.
er of Capt. and Mrs. IIAROLD DRAPER, 1982 N. Clovia
at the ceremony was the matron of honor, silk organza dresses.
ness the candle-lighted cere
They are still talking about the magnificent Seaquarium Officiating
GROOMSMEN.
Mrs.
included
Alexander. Mu- Bridesmaids
features more than 20,000 species of fish . . . and Vizcaya. was Rev. A. L.
mony, along with relatives
was
Humboldt
of
Carr
Lenford
Miss
Nashville;
Hogg,
N.
was given Rose
the beautiful Sunken Gardens at the Dade County Art Museum. sic for the wedding
Of the best man. Groomsmen were from Texas and Illinois,
They witnessed a filming of a television show in the studio at the piano by Louis Franklin,.Helen Cluster, cousin
yvhere the TV series "Flipper" is also filmed . . . ogled the
•
beautiful gowns and evening attire of the Gold Coast Set . . . m
and viewed the "Friendship Flame," an eternal light in
memory of the late John F. Kennedy, in one of the public
Tzalee Maline, Mrs. Evelyn
Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt Davis ter of Mrs. Adlena J. Macklin brother, was best man.
parks.
King, Mr. and Mrs. William H.
OUTFIT
It was more like a summer vacation as they enjoyed were married Christmas Eve 2865 Princeton Ave. and AlbertIBRIDE'S
. . and spent a day at Crandonl!at the home of the bride's L. Macklin, Sr. Mr. Davis is i For her wedding, the bride Brazil, Miss Elise Cox, Edith
several pool side parties
McChristian,
Debris
Beach where they were truly intrigued by the antics of the mother in the presence of the the son of Mr. and Mrs.lchose a white brocade two- Bulls,
Arporpoises.
,family and friends. The Rev- George Byrd of 1022 La piece suit trimmed with white Kay Joy, Minnie Pearl
.
.
fur, accented by white pearls. mour, Mrs. Thelma Green,
The big Orange Bowl parade and football spectacularexotic!erend Brady Johnson offici•t- Grange.
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the New Year's Breakfast party which
The brother of the bride, The illusion veil fell from a Mrs. Mettle Mackey, Elder C.
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The bride, the former Miss John Henry Macklin, gave her tiara of white pearls and cry- C. Knox, Mrs. Clyde Petty, the
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La Rose Macklin, is the (laugh away. Cleveland Davis, groom's stals. She carried a bmquet of bride's grandmother; Mr.
ones, planned by their hosts who are both in the teaching
!Mrs. James Hines, Rev. and
white carnations.
• •
profession.
A reception took place im.,Mrs. Brady Johnson, Mrs. BarCharlotte was the guest of her cousin . . . one of the
mediately following the wedd-•bara Blakemore, Mr. and Mrs.
city's outstanding high school football all-stars . . . at a CYO
ing. The bridal table was coy- Timothy Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
party held at the Fontaine Bleu Hotel.
Parent-Teachered with a white linen cloth William Hayes, and Mr. and
the
of
president
Mrs. DRAPER is the State
and carried out the pink andMrs. Rufus Carpenter.
1.7
er Association in Tennessee, and local president of Hamilton,
white theme of the room, with Mr. Davis is a district mana
High School PTA.
• •
a floral centerpiece of pink and ger for a publishing company.
IMrs. Davis is a second grade
white carnations.
MR. AND MRS. FRANK N. THARPE of Nashville, Tenn,
"4111
were the recent house guests of their mother Mrs. Carrie
Among the wedding guests teacher at Carpenter ElernenWilS.
1423
CROSSLEY
NATHANIEL
MRS.
AND
MR.
Tharpe, and sister, Miss FRANCES E. THARPE,
school.
tary
were Mrs. Walled Bulls, Mrs.
lett. A former Memphian, Mr. Tharpe and his wife have made
outstanding contributions in the field of Education. He is now
a retired principal of the Nashville school system and formerly served as circulation and Distribution Manager for the Nashville Banner and the Tennessean before ill health caused him
to retire. Both newspapers honored Mr. Tharpe last summer
by placing this portrait framed in gold, in the Hall of Fame
ill the Stahlmann Building in Nashville . . . The first Negro
to ".• so honored.
• • •
Mrs. 'name is a supervisor of Special Education in thr
Nashville City Schools.
JAMES TATE, 1386 Wabash Ave., now of the Army
stationed at Goldsboro, N.C.. was the guest of honor at din
ner in the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Brooks, 1382 Doris
Ave., last week.
A delicious chicken dinner was served with cake and ice
cteam for desert. Among those sharing the occasion were
Miss ROSE MARIE LONDON, Miss LOU DONALD STINSON.
and THOMAS L. TATE, his brother. His friends bade him
farewell the following day as he returned to his base in North
Carolina.
MISS MAGGIE L. MCDOWELL, Director of the Southern
—
Region of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., has recently returned from Tampa, Fla., where she spoke January 10 at the
Anniversary of the founding of Delta Sigma Theta. Miss
MR. AND MRS. DEWITT DAVIS
McDowell was the house guest of Mr. and Mrs. SUMNER
WILSON.
Founders Day activities were held at the International Inn, LINE MOBLEY. reporter.
Lovely prizes for the bathroom were won by both guests
swank and ultra-modern hotel in downtown Tampa. The proFaye G.
gram was open to the public and more than 200 guests wey., and members. Skillful players among members were
Lewis. Emma J. Stotts taking the first two prizes respectively.
present to enjoy a surprise "on the house" smorgasbord.
were
guests
In keeping with the National Convention theme for 1965 and the booby went to Valtena Robinson. Winning
guests
"Decisive Action For the Cause of Freedom, Miss McDowell Ada Jackson, first and Louise Walker, second. Other RITA
REO
closed her address by quoting from the inaugural address of present were Mesdames 'ELSIE MALUNDA,
WILLIAMS.
Theodore Roosevelt: "We have duties to others and duties OLIVE. HATTIE SWEARENGEN, and BARBARA
Birthdays are observed each month that a club member
In ourselves: and we can shirk neither."
happy reSunday morning activities began with Sunday School at has (*me. Club member Earline Mobley was the
prethe Bethel A.M.E. Church and 11:00 service at the Beulah! cipient for January. She was quite elated over the gifts
Institutional Baptist Church. Chit-chat and informal get-to.! sented by each member!
fried
of
inehu
Cocktails and an exquisite and pleasing
gethers with sorors were held at the residences of Mrs. Mims,
very
Dr. and Mrs. (Soror) Sheehy, and Dr. and Mrs. (Soror) Smith. chicken was enjoyed by everyone. Mrs. Stinson was
Club
•
•
charming in her usual manner as the elegant hostess.
of
THE CITY FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS and member MARY EZELLE was unable to attend because
Board of Trustees observed the 15th Anniversary of the Lelia death of an uncle in St. Louis, Mo.
•
Walker Club House on Sunday, January 18, 1965, and paid triChibute to its donor_the late Mrs. Lelia 0. Walker during an inMR. AND MRS, EMERSON BUSH have returned to
She .
spiring program.
cago after spending the holidays with Mrs. Bush's family,
An annual observance, it is also the occasion when each is the former Jacqueline Lewis. daughter of Mrs. MildredF
of the fourteen member clubs reports funds for the year's op- Lewis, 924 Miss. Blvd., and grand-daughter of Mrs. C. A. GilMarvin,
erating expenses of the Club House.
lis, Accompanying them were their two young sons.
Guest speaker for the evening was Miss BETTY MAE,8. and Gerald. 7. and their nephew, FRANK L. STEWART,
were seen
SIMONS, principal of Magnolia School, who spoke on the! 15 who is a former student at St. Augustine. They
theme "service." a most appropriate topic, in recognition of , frequently at many of the social gatherings and dances during,
Chicago.
in
the fact that the majority of the clubs represented in the or-!their visit. Both are teachers in the•public schools
• •
ganization are service clubs. She was very graceful in her
MEMBERS OF ALPHA PI CHI sorority, Alpha Beta chappresentation and pointed up the various ways that individuals
home
and groups may be of service to others. She characterized the ! ter celebrated at their annual New Year's party at the
outstanding qualities of the late Mrs. Walker as those of sin- of Miss Maggie G. Newsom of 1189 Krayer.
The hostess met the members with a charming smile and
cerity, unselfishness, devotion to her friends, thriftiness, kindness and consideration; and further exemplified her as an ap- greeting. An elaborate dinner was served buffet style.
Forming the gay social circle were sorors THELMA
preciative and complimentary person, not given to small and
DAVIDSON. president, MINNIE LEE ALLEN, LUIDLE GEST,
narrow remarks about others.
Miss Simon bade those present to re-dedicate themselves SELMA SMITH, LINNIE JOHNSON. FOSTER L. JOHNSON,
to develni and strengthen certain factors in their character DOROTHY WILLIAMS, DAISY MCQUILLER, and ROLAND
and personalities that they might render more service individ- POWELL.
Guests seen making merry and endeavoring to "start the
ually.
Tealie
Others appearing on program were Mrs. B. LEATHER- New Year off, right," were Mesdames Aline Upchurch,
WOOD MACLIN, piano: Mrs. Camilla Brooks. Mrs. LOIS McClendon, Myrtle Daniels, Celestine Lee, Bernice M. Holmes.
Wilhelmina!
BYRD, soloists. Miss CORNELIA SANDERS introduced the Louise M. Gaston, I,ydia Robinson, Ruth Y. Porter,
LOnoir, Jimmice!
speaker, and remarks were made by Mrs. MARIE L. ADAMS, Lockard, Sadie L. Murphy; Misses Birdie C.
president, City Federation of Clubs and Mrs. MARY LOU J. Blackshire, and Ora D.•Frierson
•
•
TAYLOR, general chairman.
•
•
•
THE INTERDENOMINATIONAL MINISTERS ALLIANCE
YMCA., 1044
THE VIP BRIDGE CLUB held its January meeting last of Memphis and Shelby County will meet at the
A.M. Dean
yeek at the Blevins Restaurant on South Parkway East, with Mississippi BLVD. on Monday, January 25 at 11:00
guest speakMts. MARIE STINSOI: as hostess. At this meeting the fol- bionel A. Arnold of LeMoyne College will be the
will be Rev.
lowing officers were elected for the year: Mrs. BERNICE er. Officers for 1965 will be elected. Presiding
(.01.E, president; Mrs. FAYE G. LEWIS, vice-pres: Mrs. JOHN CHARLES MICKLE.
• • •
N1AUDE GILLISPIE, sec'y; Mrs. VALTINA ROBINSON,
MISS ROCHELLE BOWERS, Miss Veronica Bowers, and
regres. see'y; Miss VELMA LOTS JONES, treas.: Mrs. MARIE
spent the Christmas hob
sTINSON, sgt.-at-arms; Mrs. MARY H. EZELLE, parliamen- Arthur Bowers of 629-11 Lauderdale
Louis, Mo.
tarian; Mrs. EMMA JEAN STOTTS, bus. mgr.; Mrs. EAR- days with their grandmother in St.

By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson

•

•
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HOBBY SCHOOL
A CORTEZ OF
SELECTIONS OF CREATIVE
ARTS ARE READY FOR YOUR
IMMEDIATE ENROLLMENT

11,

LEATHER CRAFT
KNITTING
RUG MAKING
& MODELING

THESE ARE HOBBIES-NOT ONLY FOR THE IDLE
MOMENTS OF LIFE BUT MONEY MAKING
CREATIVE IDEAS-EVERYONE WOULD BE
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AKA SORORS PRESENT 'FANTASY IN IVY' Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorors are shown as they paused at intermission
during their outstanding Christmas formal dance held during the holidays at the Music Hall Auditorium in the Mezzanine Ballroom. The backdrop was one of several which

Louisemmas.
;o is
PTA.
prin-

enhanced the scenery and carried out their theme of "Fantasy in Ivy." Front row (l-r) Sorors Hattie Smith, Lillian
Fisher, Velma L. Jones, Doris Lewis, Mertis Ewell, Gloria
Lindsey, Anniebelle Saunders, Jewel Bethel, and Helen
Shelby. 2nd row (I-r) Eliza Young, Andrewnetta Jones, Sa-

rite Brown Johnson, Doris Watkins, Hattie Jackson, Gloria
Massey, Ruby Spight, Wilma Sueing, Ida Lockard, Tommie Kaae Harris, Betty Johnson, Jacqueline Lewis Bush,
Bettie Trammell, (soror not identified) Edna Swingier,
W. Westbrook. 3rd row (I-r) Sorors Mary Hargrow, Fan-

nie Belk, Lucy Suttles, Juanita Chambers, Marie Harris,
Myrna Twig, Bebe Fingal, Le Eleanor Benson, Yvonne
Acey, Garline Shaw, Rio Rita Olive, Monice W. Yvonne. •
(not identified) and Josephine Isabel. (Withers Photo)

Also Miss Millicent Cade,
•
•
6
Miss Sarah Caldwell, Mr. and,
Mrs. Leonard Campbdl, Mrs.,
Luvenia Carridine, Ortie Carr, Mrs. Eva Jane Rawls, regis-kwhole community as well.
Mrs. Essie M. Perry, presi-lread by Mesdams Daisy T.
Miss Rose Caviness, Mr. and tered nurse of Brownsville, Undergraduate sorors cited dent of the Jackson Alumnae'Shiiiv and Mildred Hay. A reMrs. Andrew Champlin, Mr Tenn. was named Delta "Wom- were Joan McCuller, Regina chapter of
Delta, presided at!ception followed for the honorand Mrs. John R. Stokes, Mr an of the Year" at the 52nd an- McCloud, Diana Armstrong,
and Mrs. Harold E. Draper, Mr niversary of the founding of and Shirley Burns for being the program. Citations were'ees in the J. K. Daniels library.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Walter Bailey, Mrs. Charles And Mr. and Mrs. Leon Bell, and Mrs. Andrew Conners, Mr. Delta Sigma Theta sorority ob- named to Who's Who in
ushered in the long parade of Boyde. Mrs. Charlestta Bran-!Mr. and Mrs. John Sermons, and Mrs. John Cole, Mr. and served by Beta Chi and the American Colleges and Univerformal dances held during the ham, Mrs. Susie Hightower, Mr. I Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Mitchell, Mrs. Longino Cooke, George Jackson
Tennessee alumnae sities and joan Faye Nathaniel
Christmas season when they
in absentia, exchange student
Paul Smith, Ulys- Cox, Odie Johnson, Billie chapters'.
were hostesses at a beautiful and Mrs. Henry Neale, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs.
Keeble, Mrs. Loretta Kateo,
Mrs. Rawls, wife of Zannie to Nebraska-Wesleyan Univerand brilliant affair on Monday, Mrs. Willie Herenton, Mr. and,ses Truitt, Mrs. Billye A. Craw' Peter Lee, Mrs. Cora Lambert
sity.
December 28, in the Mezzanine Mrs. William Weathers, Mr. and . ford, A. J. Fondren, Mrs. Jo- Mrs. Bernice Lewis, Miss Mo,-IRawls of Brownsville, spends FEATURED PIANIST
many hours of her nursing duBallroom at the Music Hall Mrs. Floyd Newman, Mr. and,sephine Whitmore, Mrs. Jose.
Long, Miss Marion Lucas,
Miss Barbara Ann Jones of
Auditorium .,.Fantasy in Ivy Mrs. Whittier Sengstacke, Miss phine Norman, Mrs. Ann Mit- Mr. and Mrs. Franklin McNeil, ties in free service along with St. Louis, Mo. was
presented
I many extra duties in religious
. ..
Erma Clanton, Mr. and Mrs.'chell, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yar- Mr. and Mrs. Danny Mitchell,
in a piano recital for the ob.
Picturesque murals along the Curtis Bridges, Miss Julia Walk- brough, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Mr. and Mrs. John Sargent activities and exerting her in- seryance. An up coming artist,
walls depicted an old fashioned er, Mrs. Zana Ward, Miss Bob- Ward, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard fluence in getting persons in Miss Jones was certainly an In.
winter snow scene with ivy here bie Washington, Mrs. Carlotta young, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Mr. and airs. Alfred her community registered and spiral ion to the student body
. Ivy leaves in Watson,
and there
Jimmie
Weathers, Peace, Mr. and Mrs. Overtis Motlow, Miss Gwen Malone, to the polls to vote,
and a pleasure to hear from
bright grcen with background Capt. and Mrs. W. F. Ware, Mr.' Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Mrs. Martha Mable, Mr. and Mrs. Daisy Trotter Shaw of , adults as she played the
melodof pink hung about the room and Mrs. Kenneth Watkins, Mrs. Ward, Mr. and Mrs. Maury Mrs. Wm. Myles, Mr. and Mrs. Jackson was cited as DELTA
mortl.!les of such composers as Mo.
from the ceiling . . . and tables Mabel Wiggins, Wallace Wil- Branch, Mr. and Mrs. George John Norman Persy Norris of ihe Year. The wife of
n , ose am, Lecuona, ewere centered with candles and burn, Lewis Wiley, Mr.. and} Bridges, Miss Juanita Bridges, Miss Vernealure Patterson, Mr.,cian Earl-Shaw and mother of
Ibussy, and Mendelssohn. She
varfed Yule decorations.
Mrs. John Williams, Mr. andl Mr. and Mrs. Harold Brooks, and Mrs. Samuel Polk, Mr. and four children, Mrs. Shaw servproduct of the Aileda Ward
and Mrs. J. D. Brown, Mr. Mrs. Edward Estes, Eddie Rod- es as chairman of the cheer is a
Sorors were elegantly gownedi'Mrs. Samuel Williams, Mr.
Wells Music studio in St. Louis,
and
committee
of
the
sorority
Mr.
Adelaide
Ragland,
Rumpus,
man,
Mrs.
Mrs.
Edward
Mr.
and
in floor length ball gowns of and Mrs. Alonzo Wilsom,
junior of Harris Teachers'
green, pink or white . . . mak- and Mrs. Warren Watkins, Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Bush, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Powell, she has been outstanding in not a
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Pressley. only cheering sorors but the!college, presently wearing the
and Mrs. Marvin Byrd,
ing a breathtaking picture of and Mrs. Ike Wilson,
crown of "Miss Harris Campus
beauty as they posed for a party
'Queen" a Delta soror and
thotograph. The orchestra en•
holds membership in the SigIllakertained dancers in a delightma Tau Delta English Fraterful fashion seeming to vary the
Indy and the Los Parrquitos
mood of the music in direct
Spanish Club. She was recipiobedience to whims of the l
for the buffet dinner which con- wards; The Misses Antoinette: Paramore, Mr. and Mrs. MadBy BETTY J. EDWARDS
guests who reacted with the! Atlanta University duo, Mr.,sisted of turkey, ham, relishes, Milton, Doris and Dorothy I ison Hopson, Jr., Miss Annabel' ent of many gifts while in the
amazing modern day dance gy- and Mrs. Robert Blanchard'fruit punch, assortel vege-! Evans, Paula McGee, Annabell'Brown, Mrs. Sylvia Gibson, Mr. city of Jackson.
rations in great rhythmical Stone, she is the former Sonja tables, hot and cold hors-' Brown, Sharcn McGee, Lynn and Mrs. W. D. Smith, Mrs. Miss Jones is the daughter of
fashion.
McGee, Portia Alberty, Edith Helen Migues, Miss Martha Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jones of
Anita Haynes, daughter of the d-oeuvres and french bread.
Music for the reception was I Aliaga of Peru, S. America and Frye, Mr. and Mrs. Shellie St. Louis, Mo. and the niece of
Among the many sorors and Wendell O. liaynes, Sr., enterPowe, Mr. and Mrs. John F. Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Cooke in
their guests attending were:1 tamed more than 200 guests dur- furnished by Mrs. Williametta Diane Dale.
Mesdames Georgia Quinn, Rebel ing a formal wedding reception Moore, who sang the "Lord's Wearing their dark suits and Morning, Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Jackson.
Fingal, Yvonne Acey, Edith the day after New Year's in Prayer" and "Through the ushering guests to their seats Jones, Miss Forrestme Hunt,
44*P4OVP
Willis, Edna Swingler, Garline the home of the bride's par- Years," accompanied by pianist were William Solomon, Edward Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Robinand
Rev.
F.
W.
McGee,
al
stn,
Robinson,
Mrs.
Andrew
Gloria
Shaw, Geraldine James,
John Martin.
ents, 7530 S. Stewart Ave.
Lindsey, Annie B. Saunders,
Married in Dayton, Ohio, Piano interludes rang through- uncles of the bride; and David Don Wallace, Mrs. Wilma Jean
William Tyler and the Grant, Ralph W. Wright, Miss
Mary
HarColeman,
Blanche
early in December, where the out the home with Chris Cun- Lee,
grow, Elms MaAlis, Ruby bride is doing field work at ningham, co-worker of the brides' brother, Wendell Gladys Beavers, Juanita and
Jacqueline Bridges.
Haynes, Jr.
Spight, Velma Lois Jones, Le the Veterans Administration bride's mother, at the piano.
Eleanor Benson, Mertis Ewell, Hospital and center, the groom Among the many out-of-town- In the receiving line with the Samuel Gardner, Mary Scott,
Juanita Chambers, Hattie is the son of Rev. and Mrs. ers toasting the young couple bride and groom were her par- Paul Scott, Bob Perkins, Rich
Smith, Doris Lewis, Gloria Mas- R. S. Stone, of the A.M.E. were:
ents, maternal grandparents, ard Steverson, Ronald. Ball, G
sey, Lucy Suttles, Hattie Jack- Church of Huntsville, Ala.
Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Johnson, Bishop and Mrs. F. W. McGee, W. Reed, III, Mr. and Mrs. Edson, Wilma Sueing, Doris Watmond D. Peebles, Jr., Mr. and
The reception site was dee- SNCC officials of Atlanta; Mrs. close friends of the groom.
Our Business is Promptly
kins, Lillian Fisher Helen Shel- orated throughout with Christ- Helen Grape, Atlanta; Paula
Chicagoans attending the re- Mrs. John J. Mitchell, Mr. and
by, Ida Lockard, Jewel Bethel mas decor and wedding bells in and William McGee cousins of ception included:
Mrs. Jeremiah Moore and the
Satisfying
the Customer
and Fannie Delk. Others . . . white and silver to compli- the bride, Atlanta; Miss Myra Mrs. Melva Smith, Clayton J. Rev. Leon A. Baileys.
loseph West brook, Mrs. Jolene ment the bride's white floor- Kaplan, Philadelphia; Mr. and I Edwards, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Sawyer, Mr. and Mrs. Arvis length fitted princess style gown Mrs. Red Mitchell of Gary, Ind. Wadsworth McGee, bride's
Latting, William Kelly, Miss made of an imported brocade and F. S. Jackson of Baltimore. uncle; Claude N. Higgins,
Hostesses attired in off-white Harold A. Lee, Mrs. Dorothy
Evelyn Kennedy, Mr. and Mrs.1 fabric. Following a line of simLeon Griffin, Mrs. Anderson plicity, the bride's only acces- and pastel shades of after five Locke, Mrs. Marlene Quarter- Evelyn Valentino, 17-year-old
Edward
i
Bridges, Mr. and Mrs.
sories were crystal ear-rings street length dresses included: man, Mrs. Addle Shelton, Mr. grand niece of Rudolph ValenLewis, Mrs. Jacqueline Lewis, and white pecu de sole pumps. Mesdames Theella Carter, An- and Mrs. Clinton Ward, Jr., tino, says "Women are tired
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Martin, Twenty-four of the newly- nie Robinson, Queen Sidney, Mrs. Margaret LaBroi, Mr. and of harsh reality and are begMr. and Mrs. Walter McCright, weds' close relatives and friends Mae Thomas, Marilyn McGee, Mrs. Harry Jackson, Mr. and ging for ereturn to romance."
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Mc- served as hosts- and hostesses Lavada McGee and Betty J. Ed- Mrs. Robert Caise, Mrs. Evelyn — Whaley-Eaton Features.
Neil, Mr. and Mrs. Booker
McChriston, Mr. and Mrs. Edison Morrison, Miss V. McNeil,
R. L. Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Trammell of Nashville, Tenn.,
Also Miss Marilyn Watkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Pinkston,
Dr. and Mrs. Chas. Pinkston,
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Roberts,
Mr. and Mrs. Jethro Alexander,
„mtmouutpayar,
.1-ANKtiy4
Mrs. Minnie Anderson, Mr. and
Mrs. William Bell, Mr. and Mrs.

Scores Attend AKA's
• 'Holiday Formal Dance

Brownsvillian Named
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See Yourself As He
Sees You —
In a Wig Warn A440440ftem*
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Newlyweds Host Holiday Party

592 Door
Hard Top DeSota

A-1 Condition
Full Power.
Take Up Notes.
So, What's Newt Call E. Jones,
946-9591
1391 McMillian

O

Wig, Natural
Human Hair
The Elegant
Touch of
Beautiful
styling to
the Pleasing
Way of the
Customers.
Is the Wish
of Each
Sale Made
Phone Your Information on Credit,
Ahead of Time, And Pickup Your Wig
on Arrival.

CHOOSE FROM OUR HIGH QUALITY FALL AND WINTER FABRICS

•

SOFA
BED

TOOTHACHE
on't suffer agony. In seconds get relief
at lasts with ORA-JEL. Speed.releas•
formula puts it to work instantly to stop throbbing
toothache pain,so safe doctors recommend It for
teething.
°

h

Deal daspoir If your old furniture is showing its ago.
It will leek like sew again with our expert framir-te• ;
fabric custom vphelstering. Prompt service, modest
prices!
DON'T REPLACE YOUR OLD
SOFA RED! Well make it look
and fool levee sleep) as good
as new again . . and you'll
say* money, fool
',AISIMAW.AIRAIIIMORMARKAISISAW

ra-je

SPECIAL 100%
HAIR WIGS SALE
Machine mode and handmade
hairpieces. All wigs are guaranteed for workmanship.
Beautiful machine made 'semi.
style. All colors, 539.95.
Beautiful handmod• un•styled
All cellars $69.95. Check,
triontiy order, $5.00 Deposit
with C.O.D. order Dealers,
Beauticians ,nquery
TOKYO FASHIONS
Su.f• 1110.100 Fifth Av4i.
Now York City, N.Y
212 or 13511

Select from a carload of biroutifel
upholstery materials, Including NYLON
FRIEZE and NAIR:MODE, in our office
Sr representative will gladly show
samples In your home. Our export
craftsmen will strip each piece right
dews to the frame ... make any repair
aary, retie and rowels each
piece.

JPHOLSTERY
1680 GETWELL

7-4159

041,4*--Kokft-,-114,,
PLATFORM ROCKER
Our expert craftsmen con
modernise oven long outdated
pieces so that
they look factory
fresh and up--to•
the-minute.
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Serving The Mid-South ... Up to 24 Months to Pay

This Coupon Is Good For s500 Off
On Any Wig Purchased During
January

I

NO MONEY DOWN
MONTHS TO PAY

WIG
MEMPHIS
ti/AM
525-1433
94 SO.. MAIN
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Bernice Johnson, reporter, L. Boller, secretary Standing (I-0: Mesdames Sylvia L. Johnson, Easter Griggs,
chaplain, Laura Fowler, Jerry Jones, treasurer, Alma
Hayes, Edna Jefferson, business manager, Jewel Porter,
vice-president, and Dorothy M. Daniels, assistant secretary. (McChriston Photo)

SHANNONETTE SOCIAL CLUB members held their annual party during the holidays at the Manassas Y.W.C.A.,
1158 N. Manassas St. Secret pals were revealed and as
enjoyable menu was served buffet style. Music was furnished by Willie Mitchell. Shown seated (I-r): Mme. Rebecca Johnson, president, Little Cleaves, Georgia Jones,

ROSE OF CHARING CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CLUB
members are shown as they prepared to distribute Christmas baskets during the holidays. Left to right: Mrs. Florizel McQueen, Mrs. Harriet Lee, Willie L. Patterson, Mrs.

111
a 0i
5 10

Ilenrietta Kelly, Odem Ingram, Mrs. McLillian Ingram,
Mrs. Christine Scott, Mrs. Ada Patterson, and Mrs. Rosie
Larry. (Henry Ford Photo)

Congressman's Aide Is
Mrs. Alberta Boartfield
The newly appointed aide to.miner and appreciaed the adCongressman George Grider vantages of the Steel Industry
who will work in the Memphis in the changing economy of the
office in the Federal Building area, and the importance of
is Mrs. Alberta BGartfield,,organized Labor.
4835 Avondale, wife of Labori
She has aligned herself with
Relations leader Charles D. many civic organizations that
Bnartfield.
promote an improved society
A charming and gracious including the Memphis Labor
person, Mrs. Boartfield brings
Council; is chairman of the
to her position a broad ac- W.A.D.; member of the Better
quaintance with politics and
Schools Commission; League
much experience. She spent a of Women Voters; and is digreat portion of her life in Ala- rector of the Woman's Bowling
barna .where she became very'
Association. Mrs. Boartfield is
and C. M. Lee. Standing, same order, are Mesdames W. T.
MINISTERS' WIVES DINNER PARTY — Attending the
active in the League of Wom-I member of Highland Heights'
a
Grafton, A. J. Campbell, J. W. Hill, C. Mimms, A. R.
Christmas party sponsored by the Ministers' Wives Fellowen Voters, participating in Presbyterian church.
Campbell, Dave Bond, J. W. Wyms, C. M. Lee, Roy L.
C. Mimms, J. W.
Revs.
are
left,
from
seated
Group,
ship
politics
up
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to
movements
Davis, William Barr, Moses Brunson and Rev. A. J. Campof two daughters.
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dinner.
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DEFENDER

KNICKS DEFEAT WARRIORS, 102-89
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) — the third quarter, hitting for 23
Art Heyman and Bob Boozer while the Warriors, playing
their second game without the'
vi.‘nt on a fourth-quarter shoot.
services of Wilt Chamberlain,
in spree to pace the New York connected on only 12. The Stilt
Knicks to a 102-89 victory over went to the Philadelphia 'Niers
the Wilt-less San Francisco War- this week in a deal for three
flora, who suffered their 13th players and cash.
New York jumped to a fivestraight defeat.
Both squads played a cozy point advantage in the first
defensive game during the first three minutes of the final pertwo periods. The contest went iod, then the San Franciscans
scoreless for the first four min- narrowed the margin to one
utes until San Francisco's Nate with four minutes remaining.
Thurmond connected on a field Tom Meschery of San Frangoal. The Warriors grabbed a cisco led all scorers with 24,
21-18 first period lead and mov- follow:A by teammates Thured out to a 16-point spread at mond and Al Attles with 17 each.
the end of the second stanza.
Heyman Paced the Knicks with
The Knicks pressed 'yard in 23 and Boozer contributed 17.
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LeMOYNE'S PROMISING FRESHMEN — The five freshman members of LeMoyne's basketball squad would make
a pretty good starting five. left to right: Tyronne Battle,
5-10 guard from Philadelphia, Pa.; Ralph Newkirk, 6-2 forward from Philadelphia, Pa.; McKinley Jones, 6.4 center

Distributed by
A. S. Barboro, Inc.
119 St Paul Street
‘64e4edj Zateiby Seace 1r77

from Pontiac, Mich.; Ronnie Hooks, promising forward
from Hamilton High of Memphis, and Sidney Weathers.
5-11 guard from Louisville, Ky.
Tag Training Program At State

Arkansas AM& N Lions 4114•11.4.11111.111111.1.1.1•11.1.011......0•2
•
Defeat Wiley 81-53
IF YOU ARE

11111il;

, SPORTS

The Alkansas AM & N Col- riused to run. The Lions began
lege Golden Lions had little dif- a full court press with a 56-37
7
ficulty in downing conference lead to go after their overage
foe Wiley College of Marshall, but Wiley was content with
Texas 81-53 last ;aturday night 4:33 left and the Lions ahead
in the Lions' Hazard Gymnas- 74-44.
ium, but the nation's leading Clemmons sent in his third
offc•-•ve team saw its average tinti that saw the score hike to
01111111MINOM By BILL LiTukaaraMEnkit drop from 108.9 to 107.0 points 81-53 a; the end of the genie.
edge the Lions with ball con- This was the Lions 14th conseAFL GAME SWITCHED
point Mr. Mayor, is whether
trol, round out all they could cutive victory this season and
In New Orleans last week the AFL should stage a top
halt was the Lions' bid for no defeats and their fourth vicquite a furor was created when flight att:action in ironically
tory in the Southwestern Athpassing the century mark.
the American Football Leaguelstrangely mixed (by blood)
The Lions, who were held to letic Conference. Wiley is now
All-Star game was moved fromicity irregardless of the hostile
36 points in the first half last 3-10 for the season and 0-4 in
the Crescent City, the originaltfeelings shown one-fourth of
Thursday night against the the conference.
site, to Houston. Buffalo's Em , theperformers who in the long
Wildcats, trailed 6-4 with 16:23
ie Warlick, acting as spokes- run are wor king in the best inremaining in the first half. For- HAWKSOUTSCORE
man for the 21 Negroes players terest of local businesses.
ward Robert Allen concluded a
selected, cited cases of discrim- The players' prepared stateLion fast break to knot the,LAKERS, 118-105
inatory practices by some New ment pointed out the pr3gress score 6-6. Harold Blevins theni
ST LOUIS —(UP I) — VeterOrleans taxicabs and night and growth of the league and
tossed in two points, Allen conclub operators as reasons for rightly felt that they had playnected four more and the Lions;an Bob Pettit's 34 points led
deciding by majority vote not ed a major role in getting the
were off and running. With the St. Louis Hawks to a 118-105
to play in the game scheduled AFL off the ground. The play- 3:27 left in the first half coach
victory over the Los Angeles
for the Sugar Bowl.
of
the
American
ers Association
ff. 0. Clemmons sent in his Lakers and deadlocked the
Some of the ebony stars said Football League chimed in and
second unit with the Lions lead- clubs in first place in the Westhey were told they couldn't backed the action of the 21 seping 31-17. The half ended 42-21. tern Division of the National
enter certain night clubs in the is players.
Blevins opened the second Basketball Association.
rrench Quarter section. Other Further
misunderstandings half with three straight jump- Bill Bridges' basket made it
players cemplamed about being that occurred in New Orleans
ers but the Wildcats still re 17-all and a basket by Paul Sisnubbed by white taxi drivers may never cause a similar inlas put the Hawks ahead in the
outside their hotel.
cident if a Players Association
first period, which ended 25-22.
Joe Foss, AFL Commissioner,tproposal is adopted that asks
The Hawks held a 56-46 halfpped in and announced that that f
future sites first be
time lead but after six minutes
de game would be switched tol investigated for the discriminaof the third period the Lakers
Houston. The Texas metropolis tory practices that exist and thc
scored 18 points against 8 for
holds
membership
in
the degree of such practices made
the Hawks and the score was
league. Because of the short available to the players. In
deadlocked 64-64.
notice only 15.000 fans viewed this way the players can dePettit put the Hawks ahead
the game.
generally
termine beforehand
Four more home games are but Dick Barnett's three points
It WPS a big blow, to New Or. what to expect from the host on LeMoyne's basketball ached. gave the Lakers the lead until
leans who had hoped to use the city.
Len Wilkens scored six points
ule this season.
, expected crowd 60,000 as a talk- ARKANSAS KEEPS WINNING The Magicians will meet Al- in a row and the Hawks began
ing point to gain support for a Followers of the Arkansas A abama State here on the Bruce padding their margin.
franchise in the junior pro lea- M & N Golden Lions are really Hall floor on the night of Jan.
gue. There were reports that whooping it up. Rightly so. The 30, followed by the invasion of
the sports group that sponsor- Pine Bluff college is having Philander Smith, Feb. 3; Allen,
ed the game to be a lead up to one of the most succesful bas- Feb. 8, and Bethune-Cookman,
bringing an AFL team to New ketball seasons in its history. Feb. 16.
orleans will have liffle chance The Lions are one of the few The LeMoynites must play
to do so with other owners prob- teams left in the nation that seven more road games, :,,oin:
ably being a little reluctant a- are undefeated with a blitzing'against Tuskegee, Jan. 23; Ben.
boutfavoring the Louisiana offense that delights the fans. edict, Jan. 26; Allen, Jan. 27;1
city after last week's adverse Last Saturday on its home Miles, Feb. 6; Philander Smith,
publicity.
. court AM & N retained its 109 Feb. 13; Fisk, Feb. 19; and
MAYOR SPEAKS OUT
points per, game average by Lane, Feb. 20.
Some observers were of the capturing an encounter with The locals ranked fourth last
opinion that the players hurt Prairie View 111-95 to success- week in the SIAC basketball
e cause of Negroes by walk- fully launch its Southwestern race, based on their 5-1 confer0 out
fromonretlheaesegsso
mfet.hePe
ldyo
rh
aspr
s Athletic Conference season,
ence record.
Don Richardson, standing a ceorge Fed, LeMoyne's sophof New Orleans and the players comparatively short 6-4 for the omore center from Pontiac,
Indicate the weight put on the Lions, picked off 22 rebounds midi., was ranked nationally
matter of principle,
to hike his average to 20.6 last week among small college
The Mayor stated that New which is good for a tie for players. He was rated fifth by
Orleans was a Cosmopolitan third in the nation among small NCAA and seventh by NAIA in
individuals rebounding, based
town but also Southern in Its colleges,
traditional way of life. The Harold Allen got Arkansas on 102 rebounds in five games
right
foot
the
with
M9yor's defense of his city was off on
theifor an average of 20.4
well said, however, the AFL first basket of the game but PV
has passed the embryonic stage led by Guy Manning, fought
in its development, and appal.- back to take a 6-4 edge. At this
ently will survive in its keen point the run and shoot offense
battle for patrons with the Na- of the Lions began to click as
tional Football League. The Hal Blevins hit a twist
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SHOPPING
For A Good Used Car
See Our Selection
Before You Decide
We Have All Makes
and Models

Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Sat. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sun. Open 8 kM. W 2 P.M.

3 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

a
U
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•

4
4

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
•
•
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
olumneximmemsassemiesmommE
PHONE 452-9316

\‘‘I 1141,14

16eND"

CARL'S
MAGIC TUNNEL CAR WASH

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
2544 SUMMER AVE.

Si 00

NO DOWN PAYMENT
TERMS TO SUIT YOU!
• LAMPS
•HEATERS
• REFRIGERATORS

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
392 Scott

• WASHERS
• DRYERS
• DINETTES
327-S333
327-9696

Deluxe Sd

'63 Volkswagen

$1395

Deluxe St dali.

'63'Volkswagen
Delux.
'61 Volkswagon

$1195
• $1095

DellIXe Sedan.

'60.Volkswagon

$975

Deluxe Sedan.

'59 vow:wagon

8895

Deluxe Sedan.

'63 Karmann Ghia
co.,ow,
'63 Karmann Chia

$1595
$1995

1601)11 T.

'62 Volkswagon

$1395

Station Wagon.

Ali VW', Carry 100

Mschiskrilcel Werreafy

36 More VW's to Choose From.

-4 COMPACTS srs

"62 Falcon

9.,,.
.„ ,I,Ilo,

heater, automatic.

4;

'62 Corvair
"700" 4-dr.,

5995

3 speed.

'63 Ford
Fairlane 500 4-dr.,

$7195

V-a, automatic. Tust like. new.

61195

'61 Comet

Notes To Suit You

4

4-door. Jet black, radio

'62 Corvair
114onsu. 4-ilner, 4

$895

and heater..

$1195

speed. .

'63 Valiant

$1395.

V200. 4-door. solid white. like new.

'63 Corvair

$1595

Spyder. white, black ,inside extra clean.

'61 Falcon

8895

'60 Corvair

5795

Deluxe. 4-door. Automatic, air conditioned. Sharp.

..500- 2-door, solid white, radio, boater.

AMERICAN
161 Chevrolet

4119::

d
Ipala
4.00r,
V-8, powerglide. i.u.lio, lIcalvt. LII.I.t
m
beige. Clean.
"
$1895
62 Buick
LeBabre 2-door hardtop, full power; factory Mr. Ex-

tra clean.

$1395

'62 Ford •

Light beige, Full power. .

Galaxle '500" convertible.

4

John T. Fisher

I

For Real Saving See
These Cars Today.

81195'

'61 Chevrolet

Station Wagon. Red. 6 cyl. pars clean,

'58 T-Bird
'Jet black. white

$995

top. all the extras.

'59 Chevrolet
lif I Air 4-door. V-8, powergilde.
'59 Pontiac

... .$695
$895

power. Extra clean.

4-door. Solid white, full

'59 Chevrolet

8995

Impala 2-door hardtop,

V-8. Light tan, Really ni,e.

'60 Chevrolet

•

$1295

Impala 2-door hardtop.

V-8. Solid white, blue Interior.

'62 Oldsmobile

-----------51695

"W. 2-door hardtop. Solid

white. Rod Interior..

A
'59 CadIllac
tr cond. 4 Dr. MI Power
'SO Buick LeSabre

$1295

Power Fact. Air

4 Dr., All

'60 Pont. Bonneville
4 Dr., H. T ,

$
$ 112
39
95
5
Complete Power, Fact, kr

'62 Ford Gal

$1495
Full

Fact. Air

'57 Dodge •
4 Dr.,

$395
H.T., Full Pow•r, Fact Air

'59 Vauxall

$395
DI

160

R.H., Sharp

Buick Cony?

$1095

All The Extras, One Owner

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE WHILE.
SHOPPING OR WAITING FOR YOUR
CAR TO BE SERVICED
AT

j4Shaeffer
50 Other Cars To Choose
From:
Fords, (hey., Olds, Buick,
Chrysler, Pontiac

MPOENRT H

• 23 inch TELEVISIONS
•Radio and Record Player
Combination
Anything You Need
FOR YOUR HOME

'64 Volkswagen

Low Down Payments—

TRADING POST SPECIAL

.
Bedroom Suite s10"
•
•
i CAR WASH $ . • Swivel Platform Rocker

VOLKSWAGENS

trairlane 4-door, 6 cyl., sti night shift.

A. G. PEEK

0.1111111B111111•IMIM•1111M11111.•MIIIIIIIIM
•
▪
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
111
•

VOLKSWAGEN
CITY

'63 Ford

Has purchased from
;Chrysler Corp. 7 1964
Plymouth Furys 4-door
Hardtops and convertibles. All Hardtops
TV
No Down
;have full power and
Payment
!factory air—all cars
On New
!A.C. Like new and
ZENITH and
MOTOROLA Sets
have 30,000 miles or
Also Have
more factory warranty.
Several

Used Models.
Call Mr, E. Jones
946-9591
1391 McMillian

'PS

ice of Washirk up their
,me eeanomget the mast
tritionist for
rates for a
aiding bread
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Stop In And See Us

motors,inc.

A LOUNGE AND RESTAURANT IS
AVAILABLE FOR CUSTOMERS &
FRIENDS COMFORT.
WE
OWN oup
OWN
FINANCE
COMPANY

ON

OPEN SUNDAY

THE
SPOT
riNANCING

Ned Campbell, Mgr.
!Curtis Beaty—Tom Miller—Bill J. White

joe@

haeffer

•
EURINIER

IsHE

motors,inc.

\
all
3254 HldHWAY al SOUTII
alw Wk,TIMAYIN NIAll amoorca 11055

396-1230
1925 UNION

275-1148

.0111.11111111111.11111111111.4111111111111111

OPEN SUN.
Auntoritod Doak*

SATURDAY, JANUARY 23, 1965

5,000 Persons Attend
Baptist Annual Tea
Approximately 5,000 persons year by the Baptist Pastors Alattended the Baptist Inte r- liance and cooperating churchnational Tea in the exhibition es.
hall of the auditorium last Sun- Hee. E. W. Williamson was
day afternoon for the benefit of co-chairman of the tea and Mrs.
'Nancy Givands co-ordinator.
Owen college.
Some 80 churches participat- One ot the highlights of the
ed in the tea, with 40 of them tea was a musical program
sponsoring tables and exhibits prepared and directed by Mrs.
in the hall. Participants were Mary L. Robinson. Rev. C. B.
dressed in native costumes of Burgs was in charge of arthe country their tables were rangements, Miss Geraldine
Mitchell in charge of the decosupposed to represent.
More than $6,000 will be giv- rations and Miss Rowena Steen by the time the last report phens publicity chairman.
is In, according to Rev. B. L. A general committee of about
Hooks, general chairman of the 100 Persons representing the
event, which is presented each various churches planned the Ilk
tea.
On exhibit in the hall this
year was a small scale model
of Owen college and its proposed new site in the Lakeview
Gardens community on Horn
Lake road.

CITY FINANCE
6110060 FLOOR

STERICK

BUILDING

owNtRi 50:55 OKI VOU
GU' MP(*MUM
•
.•

NEW YORK—(UPI)---Rep. John Varick Tunney
(D-Calif.) announced at the annual dinner of the Boxing Writers' Association that he will soon sponsor le*
islation providing for a National Boxing Commissioner
and commission.

Sellout
HOLLYWOOD — (U P1) —
Warner Bros. reports that "My
Fair Lady" was an advance
sellout for a month in Tokyo's
'Yuraku-Za theater.

ENROLL NOW FOR
SECOND SEMESTER CLASSES

TRAINING PROGRAM AT STATE — Shown above are
participants and officials connected with Tennessee State's
half-million dollar plus Office of Manpawer Automation
and Training program. Seated (L. to R. Miss Jennie Ben-

der, senior Business
Barnes . of Prospect,
Petersburg. Standing:
Taylor and Dr. W. S.

Education major trainees Kendaw
Tennessee and Jesse Morehead,
TSU OMAT Director Dr. Henry L.
Davis, University President.

I'S. Representative Tunney
from Riverside, Calif., the 29- Representative Tunney was
year-old son of former heavy- the principal speaker of the boxweight champion Gene Tunney, ing writers 39th annual dinner,
disclosed that Sen. Philip A. at which top awards were givHart (D. Mich.) told him he en to light heavyweight chamwould introduce a boxing com- pion Willie Pastrano (fighter
missioner bill In the Senate at of the year) and fowler welterthe current session.
weigh4 and middleweight cham"I plan to follow senator pion Mickey Walker (long and
Hart's lead," the slender, dark- meritorious service.)
haired young congressman ex- Tunney pointed out that a
plained. "And, after censulting national commission could acwith my senior colleague (Hart) complish many things for the
I will sponsor or co-sponsor benefit of the sport in general
such legislation in the house and for the individual fighters
of representatives."
in particular.
He paused and declared: the The commissiqn also could
time for action is now."
take action against the ':stranetak
As young Tunney made his and preposterous way in whieW
announcement, both papa Gene some fighters are elehted to
and Gene's old ring rival Jack championships by a series at
Dempsey were among the esti- absurd mismatches in which
mated 400 listeners in t he they triumph over inferior oproom of the Waldorf-Astoria ponents who have no busiHotel.
ness in the ring with them

Weaver Teachers Speak During Chapel Program

December 22, 1964 marked brought to our attention lies delighted their many friends as Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lewis, Mr.
the climax of Weaver School's within the reach of each indi- usual with their beautiful gowns and Mrs. Lee Sargant, Ned Several important e v
ents spend three days 6n the Leactivities for the school year vidual who dares to dedicate ... choosing queenly white long Sims, Mrs. Marie Stinson, Mr. scheduled, for
LeMoyne College Moyne campus the latter part
himself to learning.
formals, individually styled and and Mrs. Theo Evans, Mr. and
1964. A magnificent pageant, BASKETBALL
very becoming to each of the Mrs. Edward Bolton, Mrs. were announced this week. — of February. He will give a
with costumes, scenery, and The basketball team, under lovely ladies.
Jean Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Leo The ambassador to the ,Unit. public address on Feb. N.
music, was performed by the the expert leadership of George
A profusion of white balloons Winfrey, Mrs. Haze' Lee, Miss ed Nations from Nationalist The ambassador's appearance
students from grades one Graham, is getting in shape for were in evidence throughout Erma Braxton, Mrs. Jessie China, Yu-Chi Hsueh, will in Memphis will be coordinated
• IBM Key Punch
• Stenographic
by Dr. Clifton H. Johnson, prothis coming basketball seasons. the ballroom, complementing McCoy, Mr. and Mrs. James
thro)igb_eight.
The team is expected to play the hostesses' gowns Donoho, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Mr.
fessor of history at the college.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Wilson,
• Typewriting
The 'title of the program was their first game within two . . . at times giving the effect
An art exhibit, featuring
Presley, Mr. and Mrs. Garmer Miss Doris J. Watkins,
"the Christmas Party." It was weeks.
1,,
"
of snowflakes floating in the at- Currie, Mr. and Mrs. George Also, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas mosaics done by Jeanne Reycentered around the birth of The boys on the team and the mosphere. The music was per- Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Bennie H.
Watkins, Jr., Miss Marilyn na] of New York City will opet
REGISTRATION DATES: JANUARY 25 and 26
Jesus and the tradAions con- positions played ate: Charles fect for dancing and that is ex- Batts, Mrs. J. Knox, Mr. and E.
Watkins, Mr. a n d Mrs. arauri Jan. 15 in the Alum
'ne-cteCI with that season of the Hayes, center and captain; Sam actly what everyone did . . . far Mrs. Lamon Harvey, Mr.
CLASSES BEGIN: JANUARY 27
and George Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Room of the Hollis F. .Priet'
year. The sponsors of this pro- Boddie, forward and co-cap- into the wee morning hours.
Mrs. William 2astman, Mr. and Harold Galloway, Atty. I. H. Library. John Weichsc!, assogram were Alfred Rudd and tam; James Stewart, forward; Noticed among t h e many Mr:. Charles A. Sueing, Mrs.
Murphy, Mrs. Thelma Durham ciate profesor of art at LeMrs. Dorothy Moseley.
Thomas Smith, guard; Stanley couples on the dance floor were: Mayme Miller and Louis Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Stiggs,
Mr. Moyne, said 13 of the Reynal
The new year ushered in with Kerns, forward; Harvey SWear- Mr. and Mrs. Onzie Horne, Mr. Jr., Mrs. Charlene Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Higgs, Mr. and mosaics will be on exhibit
a chapel program with the engen, forward; Earnest Green, and Mrs. William Mardis, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Durham, Mr. Mrs. Lewis Tw:gg, Jr., Mr. and through the month of February.
teacher's participation. Each guard; James Moore, guard; and Mrs. Walter Evans, Wallace and Mrs,„Harold McRae, Mrs. Mrs. James E. Smith,
During the month of Februteacher spoke briefly on prob. Charles Boddie; guard; and Wilburn, Miss Serby Gunn, Mr. Eva McChriston;
Mr. and Mrs. Herman O'Neil, ary, Religicus Emphasis Week
William
guard.
Chew,
lems concerning the school and
and Mrs. Richard cli"fic:"Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wright, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Williams, will be observed Feb. 10-12:
the students. Some of the ideas Supporting t h e basketball and Mrs. Johnson Saulsberry, Mrs. Frances Williamson, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Donald Johnson, Alumni Sunday, Feb. 14, and
boys are fifteen cheerleaders, Mr. and Mrs. William Robert- and Mrs. Wm. Townsend, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Join Gordon,
-Mr. Negro History Week, Feb. 17composed of both boys and girls, son, Mr. and Mrs. Wetter Ev- and Mrs. Gerald Fanion, Mr. and Mrs. Luther Reddick,
Mr. 19. Leon Bibb, noted folk singer
Gifted Co-Producer
and supervised by Mrs. Rosa ans, Mr. a n d Mrs. George and Mrs. B. T. McChriston, Mr. and Mrs. John Powell,
Mr. and and balladeer, will render a
Watson and Mrs. Lucille Ken- Saunders, Mrs. Elphreda Jones, and Mrs. Chas. Bell, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Griffin,
Mr. and Mrs. concert in Bruce Hall on the
John Sharnik, co-producer of nedy. Dwight Ford and Marsa
WORLD WAR 1, has written Tate are the captain and Co. Miss Yvonne Hawkins, Sgt. L. Mrs. Raymond Long, Mr. and Chas. Tarpley, Mr. and Mrs. night of Feb. 22.
Robert
Hewitt, Mr. and Fred Osborne, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. The third of the Alma C. IlanC. Rice, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Mrs.
short stories and articles for captain of the squad.
The New Yorker, McCall's and At the present time the stu- Hall. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Mrs. Sterlin Adams, Mr. and W. K. Jackson, .1r. and Mrs. son Memorial lectures will be
Phone: 526-4156
530 Linden Avenue
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Mrs. Claude Strong, Mr. and O'Ferrell Nelson, Mr. and Mrs. given Feb. 18-19 with Dr. W.
Withers,
the Saturday Evening Post.
dents are preparing for their 'Henry, Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Mrs. Garner Branch, Donald Ammon Jordan, Merk C. Wiley, Tate Whitman of Emory Unimid-term examinations. Leon- Weddle, Miss Elizabeth Burton, Jackson, Mrs. Velma Burlison and Miss Lorece Nonpelipl.
versity the guest speaker.
ard Holley is the principal.
Robert Halfacre, Mrs. Selena
'Tag Little Club Gives
Jackson and Tyrone Seagram.
Once again, the members of Detroit; Mr. and Mrs. James
the LITTLE CLUB presented Somerville, Mr. and Mrs. Samtheii traditional Christmas uel Peace, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Formal Dance on Tuesday, Young, Mrs. 11. Wherry;
December 29 in the festive at- Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 0. Johnmosphere of t h e Flamingo son, Orlando, Fla.; Miss
YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
Room. The congenial hostesses Genevie Jones, Miss Charlotte
COUNTRY STYLE
who have enjoyed a longer than Hines, Mrs. Lemmie Renfroe,
SCHOOL ITEMS
usual friendship as a club group Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gibson,

HENDERSON BUSINESS COLLEGE, INC.

ZANZIBAR LOUNGE
FINE HOME COOKED MEALS—"DAILY"
PARTY CATERING TO CLUBS I THE GENERAL PUBLIC
PRIVATE DINING ROOM AVAILABLE

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly?

Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.

AFTER XMAS
SPECIALS
Better Values At Lower Prices

KLONDYKE
FURNITURE CO
FURNITURE and APPLIANCFS
"DISCOUNT PRICES"

FEMALE IIELP WAN 1E11
Attractive, Intelligent, alert: representative for Chicago agency. 17 No.
Two teachers. (Male or Female) For State St., Suite 1320. Chicago 2, Ill.
educational nott le spare rim. Will
not interfere with present activities.
1(10 MAIDS NEEDED NOW
Reply to: Teachers. Box 311
Iiiaheat salaries. No smiting to start
Tri•Blate Defindw
work. No experience needed. Nicest
homes.. Molar own room 00th TV.
Fare advanced. Free Oft on arrival.
Meet your friends here. Send name and
phone number of reference Immediately.
A111.6 MAIDS AtiENCY
163 N. Main Street
Freeport, N. Y.

WANTED

COMPLETELY FURNISH YOUR HOME

1962
1963
1958
1960
1955
1959
1963
1960
1964
1957
IR ARE OPEN FROM 8:00 A.M.
TO 8:00 P.M.

Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

MERCURY 2 Di.,
Awors., P.S.B.
FALCON 4 Dr.,

V-8, R.H., Air
Cond. Still in Warranty

FORD 4 Dr., Station Wagon
R.H., Autom.. P.S

V-8,

FORD R.H.
Autorn

ru SOO
FORD Foilan
R.N., Astern., V-8

Wagon

FORD 4 Dr. Wagon
Fully Equipped
FORD Cenv't, R.H., Astern.,

P.S., Solid
FORD

Red, Block Top

V-8, Ratroctable
R.H., Astern

s1495
$1495
$495
s695
$495
$695
1/95
$895
$2495
$495
$

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE JA 6-8871
OPEN NITES

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen
saleswomon
and
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent ar.d 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
238 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tem.

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
Linotype
operators,
proofreaders and floormen. Only experienced personnel should apply. Wide, Personnel Dept e-o
Chicago Defender, 2400
S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago 00616,
Illinois.

SPARE TIME EARNINGS SEWING
Ott TYPING. WRITE TO BOX 1941.
WINSTON SALEM. N.C. ENCLOSE
STA M PEI) SELF-AM/RIBBED ENVE1411.1.. OR ion COIN FOR REPLY
MAIDS, GUAR. 000.0 NEW YORK
JuktS. 53.5-5.5 PER WE.
FARE ADVANCE1j.
HA1101.11 EMPIAWMENT AGENCY
BOX II
LYNBROOK, N. Y.

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO..
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
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CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

41,

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
INV
Oak%

EPSTEIN

LOAN OFFICE
161-164-166 BEAU ST.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LOGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale

witto
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in,it
fair.
Pres

(MI

